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• BYRONTHODY ' ' • :And, backing Howard ." It~asnotdooesolor mu+ .~. workers  ol America unton ' bet/chem are keptont oi me " "What I have be'efi:Sa'~ug :" Preee--ors l+lmve:lmow~t,-.i.+/, 
Skeena'a ',iogger-statusmm iater, was tormer Con- years.', . i:~ officer wh~e adopted home Is . dectsion-making process but+ may be unpulatable, b , [ i t  1~ n ,., "IU. elteet,". How~rd: :~- .  " - 
nke l ambs ,  vote for a fact e l  life," 'Howafl Con-' - i l i soneman; ru le ,  :.!:..:';~i. . 
aWang a vtscl0os verhal axe in servative chief, John . . " i t  operates more under the ' ,- "[erraee, ch~,rgea: = government bill . ' tinued In a brash volee that 'r 'uam~l+!Y, a p~t i~ ~.rP/. 
. " I t  is bad enough that no was ealllng, "'Timber;" • . unoer -. me aumort~. . .e ; .  
freedom, is permitted to the He'  then :. went alter the  whoevmrhappena.toke~:p~e.. 
: , , • . , .  ' ; .  .~ m~nluz .e r ,  eol~.t+r.o'~s 
i .+  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - w ~ + ~ , . v ~  . parl lameht" :. :.S.:,,-;"::::.: 
+ ,..,., ~ --'- --'~ ! - - . . - ,  .:: " " . . ' . ..:Someday, .Howa~( i .~h.ak  
• < : . I I I~' I~4~1111~I  . ~ / |  ~ d~l141~11*l~l 'd~¢~' / sugge+tud to The.:Hera~:: it, 
~ , .S J~.~. .~+L~ ~.v J . J .  ~ .+~x=~.~J .~.~.  could I~ hlmsell. But,'l~uald; 
• " . . . .  , : - -  ' he would emanclpal~-the 
.+ :  as s t rong  orator  : 
~ - . - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A  :'the.people; ti~ng-of L l l~ra . !  
. . . . .  " ' + - - ' rule and  to rmmd.o l r  by  t i le great bulk of members ol this biggest ree el all, C- -s - . . , ,o , l , , - -  .~ i , ;  =i~, + , , . ,  
• House because they happen to They do not know that ~tnp " tm. t ' In¢"  ,tint tbe old/ 
:-belong to the government Parilament operates under ? '~. '  ; ' e ' - : . ° . .~2: . "  +. .~:~.  
r t  " . parues .]usz t~e ~remler  ~o 
pa y, . Howard said. the authority of one pcrsan, . Shrver 's  " NDF ,,,,,,,a~i~,,' 
• • Hecharged allpowerlies In ,the Pr ime Minlster  (Mr. ~hi~ h : tA,,d~.a "~'+7~e~O~ ' 
: :the hands of the cabinet and Trudeau) ;That,is the ease dot - "  ~ • "~ '~ '+"  "+-  '~'.." 
the Liberal party and what he . accordance with the rules of Howard, a Iormer logger + LIKELAMBS in fe r red  that the pr ime .only with the present Prime .regier~e in Mnnitobti.,. ~,.:.'~. 
FRANK HOWARD - • calls, its "inner circle~" . . : 'deniocrae~." '  and international Wood- ~: He said even Liberal back- minister.pulls the strlngs. Minister, but with all his • -"  Cont'd on Page~2~/i. + 
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School'i i omcia+is take + +teps p 
to 'turn +on' education ali + + 
"Don't rush," isthe warntug edueatlonal television con-  ' f Many : districts like he said. The city of ~o"+,,~ :: 'sage estimates it will be $25 / (  : + ( ,  'i. if++ 
Dave Sage gave School ~oard  ference .in Vancouver. " ' Terrace, are in on the.ground for instance, pays $2 per  ~ per school for the mttial hook. ~ ' i 
trustees an  the subject o f f .  floor. But  others, •like student for viewing while" ~i~ !uP and $15 per school for ~ ~::: +~.:!+:.:i 
educational television .... " I t  was  the first get- Kamloops, are "deeply in- Kamloops pays five cents per../~ monthly, rental. ~+ . + ~i: ,. ::i 
• + :. , ;  :~ .  ~ :~++~ :+~ 
"The cost of this sort of together of:ETV types in the voiced" financially with ETV, student " !?' But above that, costs will • . . . .  +.'~,.+.:!: .:..; '~ : 
thinK: is fast reducing," Sage province," he said. Some 30 Sage said. What it will cost this distr ict i  ' fluctuate aceording to what is ~!+;~: ~::~: /. / .  ~ 1 
said Wednesday night, school, districts in B.C. were .Costs of ETV vary Widely is only approximate now :i"~ ~fered. Y~i ' . . . . .  : 
He had just eome from an .represented at tbe conference . . ,  according to what. is offered, , : '  Cont'd on Page Z k+>:,::~.:+..+ ~* . . . . . .  ~ '.i 
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by  tru+-+ "++, 
A School • Board meet ing 
held by telephone has come 
under flre from Trustee Cecll 
Pratt. 
Pratt  asked the board 
Wednesday why he was never 
advlsed of a meeting held 
January 20. 
• Minutes of the meeting, he 
said, were mailed to him later. 
Pratt said that the minutes 
do not indicate the meeting. 
was held by phone. 
"When I get the/n in the 
mail it looks like a far  ac- 
• compll," he said. . .  
" I  only want to know the 
rules of the game so I can play 
the game," Pratt said. 
,'This was a special meeting 
and often, these m~tings arc 
held by telephone," Dr. 
, . ,  , 
R~E.M.. Lee,..beard cha i rman 
said. :'~ 
When "emergency ; '  
situations arise, Dr  Lee ~dd 
it is difficult to get trustees 
from Hazelton, Stewart and 
Smithers together in Terrace 
for a special meeting. 
The. January  20 meeting 
authorized applying to the 
Minister of Education for 
approval to use $15,000 in 
surplus capital fun& for 
science equipment at Skeena 
Junior Seconday.. 
The equipment is described 
in the minutes as "essential" 
and file money in the beard's 
bank account. 
Pratt questioned why he 
• was not telephoned about the 
- ' Cont'd' on Page 2 / 
$60 ),000*pack*age 
handed Stewart 
Curlihg+Arena Saturday• in an effort to keep the peared overhead--staff photo. A P~+00,000 elementary. school Trustees decided to re-apply 
roof/tr0m collapsing. Earlier, 24 women curlers " +for Stewart looks like a reality, for the money as "emergency 
' . . . . . .  EVACUATED to the 'surprise of Skeena- .  funds," based on population CURLERS UICKLY Casuist Sch~ni Board tr,stees, figures projected by Grand Duc 
r ' : The trusteeslearned Wed- Mining. , " 
- " "+ . • ' " .- : " . .... nesday  that the: provincial  | ' , . .. . , . • . . .  . 
- -  . . . .  ~ A -  .~  " '~  "~ ' government  has  tentatively 
' ~ / . ' . ~.~. M - . . .  " ~ '.MI A M +-~ ~:  approved  funds: .which will 
. / / I  ~ ~ ' ]~M4f '~  ~ l r .  ~ ~ K ~ ~ H4r - J  ~ . .  m~e an -eight-l;oom eiemen- 
.... ' " " " " ' i i 7  " ..... " , "" + The  approval was  granted  : /  . . . . . . . . .  , 
. . . . .  nt' otw Cr l~  a"d  as " + +" '  " +'"  "2 ' " ' '  : :  onlya'mnnthafterthe-boards Twq y-f. • u Melaasonsmd two targe weaK said mrs. uraveue, oriainal,annlientinn hnd l~,+n 
many spectators were.hurridly spots appeared.., in the'..roof . She said the rink, was built 15 tt ir~d d0w~ " - " - " . ' ?  ~ ' "  
evac0ated, from ~the '.Terrace . beams ~Thursday,. the: start: of :years ago. • .. ' .  ' " - ' "  . . . . . . . .  , ~ ' 
Cur l ing :Arena. . .Saturday thefour-daybonspiel.:Satui'day ~ In. an. effort :to savethe  :~ . . :  .i ! ' - .  ~ .  ' r 
mox;l~ing when its .snow+-ladex? a third..more.,i~seri0u.9.,, b~ckle' : building, Melanson.appealed for, ~ ~[e l34~8 c l l m o  
roof buckled; . " ' ..~: • appearS. .  ~.. • , / ' .  '..:/. . . help." B.C:.:Hydro..truck and'a: :  ..,!+:..+. L " * ' " " " m ' 
:,If'could have been worse. . i t  • ',You could really/n0ticel it,,,:..:, i: . ~: C~nt'd on'Page ~ ". "L ' ~t~WnO'~f  I ' I~  
, .coul,dl ilave bcen a,didaster, if ~ Y  ~':" /-°~." + . ' .!" ," .,.-" "+#'!'~ "~ '  : " ~v$ 
. , :"P . . . . . .  - . - ,  . : ,  " . . . . ; -  ,;~r • +, ~ s~.  - ,Thieves found a new way of IVlrs; RUth Grave,e, c .mman .. • • " ' " " • . . • ' . , . .. =, ,~,..+,,~...~.;.~.,, ,^..,+_. • ,I¥ r$ ,  ' en l lm . . - IYoDDie  entering Woolworth s Thursday 
m ut~ zs~.  a m m m  z © ~ a ~  " th ro , ,ah  f l~  r " ' ' ' ' " " ' " ' . . . . . . . . . .  . .o  . . . . . . .  001  ' 
W o m e n ' s  Vale~tine+Bensplel . . . . .  S kee~l ,~ l  . . . .  ' ~  ~ ' ' ' ' l . . . . . . .  " d ~  ~ ~ . . . . . .  ' ' ' ~ . . . .  ' . . . . . . . .  " . . . . .  . " ' : . . . . .  ' : .' Police said thieves removed a 
We"ceuid havebeen t~apped . j L~Ol l leer  . ' .  . . . .  - . . . .  . . . .  - 
, .  -.  . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . / " .  . . . .  . . . . . .  . . venmator.trom e '  root ann 
in:~:ere,. m e "qmekty a.oned, .+ Terrac,+ and the'area ~has op~site what isknowu tonay, kicked out ceiling tiles to"enter 
wm~e.sne,sp0~.e,s.ev.erarm.en. Io~t.oue l.i its eerllest:and; ast:opper C i ty . .  " . . . . .  , : the store'i ' .... . . r . . .  
were' ntmy" Ctearmg tae curveo, most .h ighly. .  es teemed.  Shewas married to simeon' . : Known':" stolen ~ '~ R,v,~,nl 
da'  1 o 1 * ' , . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . .  q .+so, sty e c rr gated.sheet + .pioneers. with the passing 'of ' WflsonDobbleinVancouverin. knives :and : stre.too tane 
• • • " / ' ' ' ' ' " " ~'  . . . . . . . . .  r metalroof with jetsprays from, Mrs, Jemlma Stuart Dobble 190S and came to live in what cassettes : . . . . . . . . .  = . 
wa.tet'illbses.. . .  '+ . :"" .: . . . .  who 'died: early/Wednesday' ' was c'alled Stuart Landing, : The'thi 'V~ ,~'i,+~,~;,.~(,, 
: nap :  +++wpre+ bu,,.y.+:,~_Ith : moralu.g,.:.F.eb,:il.0+:;iin Mllls .a f .~rher  p.arenls. . '  +:.~ +. : open the+ store's Safe without :+11~at,l 
o-+y+'o,,,+,+"•,-.-+-,:,.. " ,++ .emom,  .esp .a ,  al the age ' !uurmg .me nveroout nays, l uck ' : '  " ': : ,  : + ,;,+..,:+:+~l|d :] 
feet of n w + ore..  1 • ~! 9:,i ~ : i , ' . . '  . olBSye~rs; ' + :;i . '  :+ when stem wheeiers plled the, ~ Polic, eeaidtK+~fl~l++v+mi+mtK+, m ~n~8: ;  
. .. The, +Dtalulng !8, !nauequam. .. ~. Jemima Stusrt.was bern in 8keem from the Paelfle crest+ why th*+ + *n~,,~.K,,. , , , , ,~ ,  tlim'im,mmtlnm; if  thmv 
~.~IEN.WITH FIRE HOSES rip away nearly three and about two dozen spectators ere evacuta~tod 
f~et++df ;_aCcumulated snow from the Terrace from the bt, Jlding when a serious buckle ap. 
+derail +!t," ' [ na lm0ra l  on:  the: Bi'ltish to Old Hazeiton they named [ step ladder and ,c+awllng out the 
/,::+.:~ ~?: ;+'(~[Columbl+/:coast;' In  188K In ~: the pince SiniirtLandlng and ] holeln',the rooLi~hey moved a 
r4ce wheh +':| :iil~'/~lllt14 l~lll~l~J~, th. RI~+~=. '; , 'i£wmi at  thhl N~l l t : lhaf : IkeY. .~.+. ,a .  +~ ,~a ' - - ' * . . . .~ : : - .  ,~=. .  
drags, ltd. : :  
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TERRACE VALENTINE QUEEN Me lan le  
Reyno lds  is Beta Omega 's  entry into the  annual 
Valent ine Queen Contest sponsored by Beta 
S igmi  Pbi .  Each  year  some 3,000 entries f rom al l  
They  reach  
for.,+ top  
, % 
What is aplcul.~e? 
Where is Tokaj?:L 
•nd who was Ed~r~Rice 
Burroughs? . : : ' , ,  
Four  Ca ledon ia~ Sen ior  
Secondary students Will be" 
++napping answers to  
quest ions l ike these when 
they face the camera  on 
over North "America eompete for the title .i~ 
. . .~  . 
Valentine Queen. The two chapters in Terraet;.. 
Beta Omega and Beta Zeta, both have entries 
into the contest. :'. 
? ' . ++~. . .+  
'Midget' + "  un ion•!  .`  
angers !+ g iant  
'"When David slew Goliath, "It 's nice to sit baeka~ ime ~- 
the people won a great victory.-' the.cover of Christinnityand let :. 
"When employees at" Kit- thepoople in the area dothe :  
wanga voted for the Christian negotiating fur oneself,!'., 
Labor Association of Canada Penner said+.,  .+. : i .... 
(CIAC), they won an inferior ',Hardly a day passes by that. 
contract and a .whole lot of., membersofCLAC c0mein t0us 
• 'ReachFor  The Top" - a pro~ises." • - asking far assistance tu fight f0r ' 
television quiz show. That / in  a nutshell," is how their claims he added. ,' ~ 
The School Board learned Internati~nei Woedworkers of , . _ "  ~ _  + i i i  • 
Wednesday that the sebool 'America l~cal 1.71 business B ' :  !l 
bes been invited to be on the agent ;  Waldemar Penner ell " 
show. No date has been set. summed up C~c 'S  winning' S ~ t  ~i. 
Caledonia students have bargaining rights a t  the new 
been prepari-g for the show . P0hle Lumber operation at' • ~- : . . . .  ~, 
thronghaReachFor TheTop Kitwanga. ..... ,•",+ rag  soon ,  + 
club at the + school. - Some 15 employees vbt~'d.for . . . . . . .  '+ 
Latest :report is ?that Copper. 
• " CLAC while I r  voted for+ ~ Mountain School in Thornh i l l  IWA." 
, . .  / L  , +o  , 
Penner said CIAC :Inferre~l '+ j :w l l l  be completed wKhin.two.. 
that the IWA . was ,'. full of:.'., weeks'. . ,  ,: / . - . ) "~:  
, t  O0  marxfsts ." + ~i.., " • ' / " i ' The  new open area.(sch 1 
' I would hke to  Stute, l' he '  ~Kir+k+aldyReadhado~.ginally: . 
, said, ~ "that our eOnstitutionl . men i. planned ..for "eompletinn ~ •
forbids.membership'i'to':c6m. Januar.y,+!5,:..: ' . . . .  - : :.. . - /  .. 
1871 
.'~Actually~ it's~a big surprise I F ' .  i 
.thet.we got this," Dr.'R.E.M. ~ ~,  
• Leei :b~rd chairman, said. : ~ ". 
i < If the school is not built, i 
:.trustees feel Stewart will" be ~ . ~  ~ ' mtmists,' fascists and NaZis"  ' But:.R~M.~, Conwayi. main, , 
:"very much short" of room in 7 "~ J , f  "~ Penner was still 'lickin~ h ' is  tainnnce su~iscr , -~ ld ,  thei 
.Se.ptem, ber, . . , . " ~ :~ wounds,,, but he said the feud ~ School Board~:W..~sday, that . 
: rea LocKe, assmtant ~ +~[~ + between'the CLAC and IWA the school will: now, belini~hed + 
.meretary-treasurer, said the / ~ ~ would'eontinne : ' byF6b.L23 .:'-'~i: +:ii~";~i."'i'i~ '.,~ " !,, 
;~0plwi l l ! !ke ly  be an "o.pen . ' 4 , .~., , . ,  .... ' He l~inted 'out CIAC' a . . . .  Rremain.s.+aque~fioiiwhe't~. ' 
• area. plan, nased on Parksxde . | t,J ] | religiously.oriented union has students wdl be moved in~ the-- 
:primary in Terrace. - + . . . . .  " . . . .  ~ . , .  onlytibout 200 members-in B.C. school .beret.e. Easter.:, :;/.;!~ : . : . . . :  
Trustees :  • : go ing  :back . . . . .  , schoo l '  .... " ' ' '  .... ~'" + ''" "~'":~ :: " ~'-- ~ 'r ? ~4' 
• Cal l ing  the School  ~i~encxi board•meeting will• :,tUe iodge and Veople are notl ,s: "i:~u~ti+. as":~.o",~,in 'here! ':•'~.:~i'.as in~!i< • ! 
Board ": :'Office ' . 'a he. ,held at ',Caledonia Senior too welcome." ~ .. . . .  .: , ::',an other:gch'.o~i .,:. ,i+ ~: .i:i~ ',',~ ! "  
' sacrnb=~o* . .  l~dae  i, Secondary'~ It,will beat  .7:3o 0ther trustees disagreed with i: ~raztyeP~e.d,:! ' I~greeZ~ ~. ~ ' .  
..... v ,  . . . . . . .  ~' ' " M r " ~ + '~ " , . . . . . . . . . .  " . .pevcenr.Lnex-atthe ~fthl . "  ~,,iiot~+~ .' ~+,,,;1 .o , ,att~ p.m.. a ch•10 m the lecture-• Pra ttsthoughtsbutwentalong . :. , ,  . . . .  ~ .  •. a 
. . . . . . .  .: . . theatre. ' ' - ' ,  i . • ' :  ~thho!dh/gaboardmeet ing in , , .  ...... ~. ! ,~ou_  .: , e~. .~: / ; .  
m~t~s be he ld  111'local . Pi.att thinks "parents ,'get .... ,.'I~stee~",Robert Sarge i t :o f  :•:+::'ue adtl e . tlmt~heil~m,kima.~!;, ,: 
$~1<~Is  : .... ' thefeeling thisIs a mysterlous. " Hazel ten '~id, , l  feel theboard  ,law:O..,!l~years~andilm~ ~g.,i'i:.~: 
+~+;~g~I t t  j~t l lU  , z tu  tmtm+ " . ' . . . . ( ' . . . .  ' . .+ ,+ + J . . 1 + , ~ ; C l ~ ; ,  '. : + : ,~ .1 .~ '  1++.+~( + . + +~ "~ + . ~ 
0 i  rentswd l  atend . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , -  ....... + .+; . . . . . .  : . . . . .  ' > . . . . . .  , . ,  pa  . / . .  , ,~ ,  , .+ ,  : . +,  +y,  ++,~+?,  ~ 7 , .  +,~ +, .+.  ,+  . . . . .  : , , :  ,+  ~, .~ . , ,  
me meeti =+they are  E+n+ Iment : LUP:  +I 0 per  .cent..++ + + : + ++ .+ 
~:"  , ; , . :~ '•  . ~, , :•+, '~  ' i  , '  • ,  • ' .  ,L~ ~ ' ' •  . ,~"  " ' ' ,  "+ ' ;o ,  ~"  " "• : . . ' /  ' • ~ "C  ¸ . " • 
',: • -+ '  ~ / " ' . " , ' : ,  :i .!~ + ~' : .  ,+ : i~ , . :~  ~ ~' : : .~ /~/ ' .  i /+! :~ '  i ' ,  , ">/ ; ' i  : "  i 
.~;~/ %:-'!..,'~,~:=:~v~!'::+'~:2+~,'!~:~/~i! '~ / i  ,V~+~T+~,~;~.~.~(! :~T~ ! : . / : : : /  ' : :  ~ ~='  , , :  ! : - "  
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TERRACE HERALD, TE_RRAC.E~ • B.C. 
Trudeau 'dirt ator' EA-  N ' S 
says Skeena'sMP Feb, ruary_ 
Goliath. 
HOWARD'S HOPES 
• Howard's hopes fo: 
economic-planning, 
aboriginal rigbts, penal 
reform---an~ what leaves 
some New Democrates and 
Labor shaking.-Canadian 
control of unions as well as a 
program of putting business 
back into Canadian hands 
would go forward. 
But in the meantime he is, in 
effect, asking people to trust 
him not to be a "dictator" in 
the House. 
Referring to what he infers 
is Trudeau's iron-listed 
control of the Liberal 
government, Howard said: "I 
know that people in the 
country get rather fed up with 
the situation. Why is it, they 
ask, that all we do in 
parliament is debate." 
"For  example,"  Howa/'d 
said, "with regard to the 
ser ious  unemployment  
situation which exists at the 
present time, they ask: why is 
it all you do is ask for 
emergency debates...? 
MOTION'S IGNORED 
• He said any concrete motion 
aimed at steps to alleviate 
such conditions offered by any 
opposition in the House is cut 
down. 
"...And it 0nly takes one 
person to disagree--usnally 
the Prime Minister---to 
prevent any such motion to be 
put." 
" It  is bad enough when 
*.here is someone in the office 
as prime minister who is in- 
competant and inept," 
Howard charged, looking 
squarely at the Pr ime 
Minister Tudeau's empty seat. 
Taking another swing of the 
axe, directly at Trudeau, 
Howard said: "But when you 
have a person in office who is 
an authoritarian, who has a 
dietotorship concept as to the 
way things should be run, who 
is rigid in his make-up-as he 
has said himself in his 
writings--the matter becomes 
much more serious." 
Howard said the Bill before 
the House would give even 
more authority to Trudeau. 
"Not only does the Prime 
Minister desire this additional 
authority, as though he did not 
possess power ~nough 
already; not only does he wish 
to add to dictatorial status of 
his office, but he seeks even 
further power to control other 
people..." 
Howard blasted the 
proposal contained in the Bill 
to increase the number of 
cabinet ministers to 30 from 
the present 25. 
He lashed out also at the 
provision to increase the 
number of par l iamentary 
secretaries. 
.This would, he said, make a 
total of 60 posts within the 
government structure to 




Cont'd from Page 1 
meeting. 
."I have an office in town. I 
never got a call," he said. 
A 'HOLDOVER' 
Dr. Lee told Pratt that he 
and Trustee George Stenning 
this? Do you believe thatV, it's 
potent ia l l y  dangerous•"  
Fred Locke, assistant 
secretary-treasurer, eplied 
that the phone meetings are 
"approved policy of the 
departmen!'; and use d for 
never get into the inner cir- 
cle," Howard said. 
He added "So, he has 
already got 120 members of 
the Liberal Party tied up with 
the prospect that if they do not 
behave according to his 
satisfaction they cannot ex- 
pect to remain in, or enter, 
this inner circle." 
"What little independence 
may have beat within their 
breasts would be subdued by 
the pespect hat they would 
never be appointed a 
Parliamentary secretary or 
cabinet minister. 
"The effect of all this," 
Howard reasoned, "is that the 
Prime Minister is, in a very 
real sense, in a position to 
exercise control over all but 
two members of the Liberal 
party." 
IGNORES THEM 
.And, Howard said, he can 
afford to ignore them. 
"The  Senate," Howard 
added, "is a bonus." 
. "The purpose and intent of 
this bill is not government 
reorganization, but govern- 
ment organization of the 
dictatorship concept, the 
Skeena member said. 
"Through a process of 
consoledation, governmental 
power is to be retained in the 
hands of the prime minister. 
The B i l l  will give him 
whatever additional aathority 
be needs to keep his own boys 
ia line or to pay them• off for 
having remained in line, and 
this runs absolutely contrary 
to ou concept of democracy." 
WHERE'S .TRUDEAU? 
Later ,  D ie fenbaker ,  
speaking on the Bill, asked 
where Trudeau, who 
authorized the Bill was. 
Hansard reports a member 
brought the cheers from the 
opposition benches when he 
replied, "Playing with orang- 
outans . "  
"!  have never known a 
government Which treated 
Par l iament with such 
d i s respect"  Diefenbaker 
of Stewart were not included 
in the ~inedting :be~a'Uge the  .... 
business was a holdover from 
last year when neither of them 
were on the beard. 
Lee said the secretary- 
treasurer "in his discretion" 
phoned the trustees and that 
Pratt and Stenning did not 
have the background in- 
formation on the subject. 
"It seems to me," Pratt 
said, "that when you phone 
people saying, "do you believe 
And Dr. Lee said, "It's the 
only way a district of this size 
can carry on meetings without 
getting people together for 
every little item." 
~/hen he was new to the 
board, Dr. Lee said he was 
also ommitted from a 
meeting. 
"Certainly in the future you 
will be contacted like 
everyone else," he said. 
emergenc:es, said. • 
' ' "'- ~ONL~WA¥'~ * ~. :- ...... ~r.-*,:~Dlefenbaker;- at, ~5;' hasn't,', 
lost his art or oratory. 
In a beoming voice, he said: 
" I  have seen the Pr ime 
Minister thumb his nose at 
members of the opposition. I 
have beard him refer to 
members of the House of 
Commons as bums, and he 
said the rest of us were 
nobody's 
Curlers evacuated 
from Terrace Rink 
Cont'd from Page 1 
B.C. Telephone truck, both 
equipped with ladders, were 
brought in and the men went to 
work hosing off the thick 
frosting of snow. 
Melanson cancelled the event. 
He said he planned to get a 
contractor to determine 
structural damage. 
As the snow was washed and 
shoveled away, two weak spots 
were visible near the center of 
the rinks roof. 
There was another on the 
north end. Inside, a heating unit 
sloped noticeably• Melason said 
its supports had dangerously 
weakened. 
The women's 'spiel got un- 
derway Thursday with 22 local 
rinks and 10 visiting rinks 
taking part. 
Five teams were from Prince 
Rupert; three up from Kit|mat 
and one each from Smithers and 
Prince George. 
At press time, Mrs. Gravelle 
said she had no idea if the 'spiel 
could be played out elsewhere, 
possibly nearby Kit|mat. 0nly 
one full day of action remained, 
but results were unable to be 
tallied. 
She added, however, that the 
estimated 120 women curlers 
and their husbands till planned 
to hold the annual Valentine 
'Spiel's dinner and dance in the 
Community Center, just a 
stones throw from the sagging 
rink. 
" I t  really could have been 
trouble," Mrs. Graveile said. 
"But thanks to the keen eye of 
Ken (Melanson) and Roy Jacks 
what might have been a real 
ETV sought 
Cont'd from Page 1 
If cablevision comes to 
Terrace, Sage said the ETV 
will receive it as well as the 
local broadcast signal. 
ETV can range soley from 
taping commercial  broad- 
casts to schools making their 
own television productions. 
Material can be taped from 
the commercial network and 
re-played at any time in the 
classrooms, he said. 
'.'The little we've done is 
fine," Sage told the trustees. 
But ,  he  ad~d, "The big 
me~sage Janet to rush. Lots of 
• things are happening if we 
I Shop l i f te rs  
I get  s lapped 
A Terrace man was fined 
Friday for shoplifting meat 
from the Safeway Store. 
Police said Toby Willie, 22, 
was seentaking $6.75 worth of 
meat from the store Thursday. 
He was fined $50. 
A juvenile was also picked up 
byRCMP after he was observed 
shoplifting at the same store. 
Trustees  back  
to schoo l  
Cont'd from Page 1 
transporting them to meetings 
in schools is a problem• 
"Maybe it could be not an 
honest to goodness board 
meeting but an open meeting 
for parents to come," Dr. Lee 
said. 
Other' trustees said board 
meetings had 'been held in 
school .in the past but  few 
parents had attended. 
"This area is'not that big," 
Sargent said, " that  anyone 
can't go to this meeting who can 
go to another' meeting (in u 
school)." ' 
The trustees decided to hold 
the next meeting in Caledonia 
Senior Secondary and "see how 
• " I 
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Right  now is the best t ime ~ 
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OUR OP IN ION 
• End the war  
Modern day barbarians continue to communism within the free enterprise 
rape, pillage and burn in the jungles of system; and that's more than can be 
South Vietnam, Cambodia and now, said for, say, the Soviet Union with its 
neutral Laos. state capitalism. 
A whole generation has grown up . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
• , .~ . . ,  ~. . . . . .  ;~ .~ . . . . .  we mus~ remember  me v le t  uong  
^ , _ ~ , ^  ~,  . . . .  ~ . ,  . . . . . . .  t are not North Vmtnamese They are Whu,¢~=.¢  ~,=u~=,=~=,  ¢v¢=,  u t  . ' " . .  
. . . .  _ . . . .  ,: . . . . . . .  ~.^,^.= South Vietnamese whose pohtlcal arm ClVUlaw-,, t :unuttuc~ uu~ut t tcu  . . . . .  
~,,,, ,,,,m,=~ it,,= i,~,,~i,~,, ,~ r.=,,~ h,, IS the National Liberation Front. They 
.~,~,~h"v'~;~,'~:~ "~,~' , ,~ ,~=~ h~ are supported in their civil war by the 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r,~.~-t-t- . . . . . .  ., North Vietnamese And how can we U.S. gun and troop carriers and U.S . . . . .  • . . . . . . .  
__t,=u~.ha-'-- conaem, tnls suppor¢ wnen tne u~.  . 
. . . .  ~..~^ ^  .~..~. . . .  =. .~- . ,  sends its sons to slaughter and be M~atl lwl i t t~ a ~ll~t~y / t~U-xa~l~t  tt 
d iotntnr~h ln  !-.1-;= ~. . ,~  ~ i~tm Atttt slaughtered for a cause" that doesn't 
the U.S. supports it with billions of even exmt. . . .  . . . .  
~,,._. .._ _:.~ . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . .  .4 unaer  me t~eneva  t :onvenuon,  a vom.  
dunat~ m ,~tu, w¢=pu,,~,  .uup~ ~uu 
h . . . . .  , .  ^~ ~.,^^.~ was to be held. A free vote overseen by I~ 
Wbnf~v#r  h~nn~n#d tn  thp_ C~n~vn uanaaa, t-'olana nn ln(lla, wny nas It 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  "~'~" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  not been held ~ Simple All of Vietnam Convent ion  of 1962. Whatever  became ' • 
of the f ree e lect ions promised  the  would  go communis t ,  if we  are  to 
people of all Vietnam, north and south. 
Whatever happened to respect for the 
neutrality of southeast Asia nations 
accorded under the Geneva Convention 
of which Canada had a hand in drawing 
up. 
Now, the three nations chosen to 
protect the Geneva Convention--- 
Canada, Poland and India---stand 
helplessly by while the slaughter 
continues to spread across the wret- 
ched, torn and emaciated body of what 
was once Indo-China. 
It is no longer a question oi ponuc~.  
And the United States has no right to be 
in there, supporting what is even an 
unpopular war among its own people. 
The people of Indo-China don't want 
a turkey in every pot, apple pie and 
chewing gum. They'd be content with 
three bowls of rice a day and freedom 
believe political strategists and 
political scientists. 
The U.S. clings to the domino theory; 
the tlmory that so goes Vietnam so goes 
Southeast Asia. But then haven't the 
nations of Southeast Asia the right to 
self-determination? 
Give the people of all Vietnam the 
vote. Replace the American troops 
with a United Nation's peacekeeping 
force and then abide by the results. 
But then how can President Nixon 
say to the people of America, who have 
lost more than 45,000 sons in the 
Vietnam struggle, that they died ~ in 
vain? How do you explain this to the 
thousands of boys who came home 
maimed for life? 
The U.S. has no choice but to hang'its 
bloodied head in shame and confess its 
shame to the world. 
to work their fields. And then it must turn inward, fight 
Too few of us "have studied-the-~ poVerty and 'racism, and allow the 
:Vietnam question. Too few of us un- Vietnamese the peace that has alluded 
derstand the Oreintal mind and their 
values. We have no right to force our 
ways onto others who have other ways. 
For centuries now, Indo-china has 
been a Communal country with the 
peasants sharing their harvests, a 
concept which can be considered 
communist. Then what about, for 
example, the Mennonites in the U.S. 
and Canada. They practice true 
them since before the beginning of the 
Second World War. 
Canada must be congratulated for 
condemning the invasion of Laos and 
U.S. for its role in this dirty game. 
Now Canada must go to the United 
Nations, It must ask a solution. It must 
ask for the vote that was promised and 
never held. 
It must ask for peace. 
In my view: 
i 
DoThings happen to you 
too...or just to me? For in- 
stance: the pair of socks I'm 
looking for is always '~e last 
pair I find in the drawer. 
If I complain in a raucous 
voice about incorrect change 
after making a purcbase..I'm 
invariably wrong. 
If the toilet roll runs out, who 
is on the throne? Me. 
And you know who is carrying 
the garbage when the soggy 
bottom gives way? Me again. 
EGGS 'RARE' 
The last ingredient in the 
mixing bowl is eggs. You're 
right. Eggs in my cupboard are 
as rare as the teeth at the other 
end of the chicken. 
At a party it's me who blurts 
out the distasteful joke about 
circumcision orthe Pope only to 
find that I'm sitting up tight 
beside an orthodox Jew or an 
R.C. 
It's the story of a square 
.person in a round world. And 
there seems to be some sort of 
mental block against wisdom 
accompanying age in such 
people. 
If I go out of my way to help 
during an emergency, I usually 
end up as the emergency. 
Things start happening in 
the fledgling stage. For 
example: • A 13-year-old 
cheerleader without teeth is at a 
definite disadvantage. It 
happand to me. 
FLYING TEETH 
Desperatley edcited and 
dressed in a little frilly costume 
By 
Nadine Asante 
I rah rah rahed at the top of my 
lungs in front of the crowd at the 
inter-highschool track meet. On 
the last Rah, my two top teeth 
on a partial plate went soaring 
up into the bleachers...with me 
in bet pursuit. After a short 
frenzied search among legs 
and feet I found them covered in 
popcorn and gum and shoved 
them in my mouth and then 
rushed back to continue the rah 
rah rahs while spitting out 
garbage. It took something 
from the day. 
In grade 9 we had an in- 
corrigible male teacher. He 
picked pimples while he taught 
math; he looped the cord of the 
window blind around his nose 
during English Lit and he 
zipped and unzipped his fly 
during Social Studies. With the 
assurance of support from my 
classmates I reported him to 
the principal. 
LOUD 'HUSH' 
In his office the headmaster 
listened unbelievingly to my 
allegations. He accompanied 
me back to the'room where he 
confronted the teacher with my 
story. There was dead silence 
from the rest nf the class. The 
teacher and I were not close 
friends thereafter. 
As I advanced to motherhood, 
life still watched me coming. 
My daughter asked to go to 
Brownie Camp with a friend, 
but as she wasn't aBrownie this 
seemed impossible. When l 
phoned headquartera to see why 
there was no Brownie Pack in. 
our neighborhood I was in- 
formed that there were no 
leaders to take on the job .of 
Brown Owl. That was how I 
found myself yelling Toowit 
Toowoo (a command of silen- 
ce...not the mating call of 
Brown Owls) to thirty little girls 
every Thursday for five years. 
Did it teach me a lesson? No. 
When my kids grew up and I 
grew wide I decided to 'keep 
fit'. I phoned the community 
center to enquire about Keep 
Fit classes.'I had majored in 
Pi~ys Ed. You know the rest of 
the story. 
There I was.., puffing 
directions to a class of sagging 
Sallys. But I must admit I 
became revoltingly 'fit'. We 
jumped, staggered and ?rawled 
around the huge gymnasium to 
various tunes blared from an 
erratic gramaphone and now in 
my dotage I can still do deep 
knee bends in fast time, slow 
time, and bop. 
SKIING NEXT? 
Now I want to learn to ski. 
So the next time you fall off a 
mountain you'll know where to 
find me. I'm either the broken 
one at the bottom of the chasm 
or the tall, frozen leader of the 
Rescue Team daringly making 
her way toward you down the 
perilous lope, 
But until then, I'm the one 
arguing about change, fishing 
my teeth out of the chicken a la 
king, or picking up the sloppy 
garbage. 
~ By RL~V. K NEILLFOS~'ER 
4 Alan B. Shepard and Edgar D.Mitchell have been walking ~ j ~ j  on the moon and the world accepts it as matter-of-factly as'~ if it were an everyday oc. currence/ 
And today's marvel, in our 
opinion, is not that rocketS are 
able to thrust their way to the  
moon nor that man has been 
intelligent enought to saddle 
and ride these fire-belching 
monsters, 
• Neither is today's miracle the 
] l~ ,~ instant radio commu/dcation 
crackling across pace, nor the 
fabulous coloured television 
direct from the Frau Mauro 
• ~ highlands on the moon. 
~.~____ L'~ Today's marvel is that the 
miraculous i so commorbplaee. 
But our Inattention is decep- 
t ~  ~ are scientific that mill ions 
~ unwittingly bow before the test 
tube, 
But science is  not God. 
Rather, .~ienee iuncovers the 
~ . . ~ ,  Path °f the Almighty" '~md the 
worship of science i sas  
, enlightened as the worship of 
snow shovels. 
"We heard  it was vacant  most  o f  the  thne  so  Though the Bible is not a 
thought  we cou ld  make a dea l  " science book, though St. Paul • • . warned against "the op- 
positions of science, falsely so- 
B il ls mi ley_; 
'Ever feel  snowed u le..  ?' 
Sometimes I feel nothing but 
pity for those timid wretches 
who scurry to souther, war- 
mer climes at the first fall of 
a flake. 
They have betrayed one of 
the greatest aspects of the 
Canadian character - the 
stubborn, tenacious tupidity 
that makes the rest of us 
endure through the winter. 
This last week has been a 
west came a howling blizzard, 
winds gusting from 40 t0 60 
m.p.h., snow that cut like a 
razor-blade, and a wind-chill- 
factor temperature of 60 below 
zero. 
Somehow it was all fun. I 
got up, looked out the window, 
and saw nothing but white. 
The house was creaking and 
groaning like an arthritic 
climbing a rope ladder. 
Made 'it to the garage 
because I knew there'd be no 
cabs on the road. The darn  
car started. Then the big 
decision. With the eye of a 
computer I judged the 
snowbank, Decided to use the 
bombing attack. Closed by 
eyes and sent her backwards 
at full bore. Wound up like a 
stranded whale: four wheels 
in the air, body sitting high, 
• had his nose frost-bitten right 
hack to his cheeks. Put him in 
the car, at the controls. We 
rocked and shovelled and 
shoved, and made it. 
Crept to school through the 
white rage of the storm. Felt 
triumphant. What a peaceful 
place. There .were 140-oc~d 
kids (and they had to be odd to 
walk it on a day like that), and 
50-odd teachers (same 
called," the accuracy of the 
word of God is being upheld. 
grand one, and let me hear no 
old-timer snorting con-: 
temptuously that "The win-,~" 
ters ain't what hey used to be. :~ 
It started off ordinarily" 
enough - colder than a tax 
collector's heart. 
In mid-week things warmed 
up, .figuratively. Out of the 
After several generations 
have been fed on Darwin's. 
pablum there are hundreds of 
scientists who now reject the 
theory of evolution and one 
state of the,~merican u ion now 
requires that creationism be 
taught in its public schools as an 
intelligent alternative to 
evolutionism. 
It appears we are going full 
circle. That's why we say the 
Apollo 14 moon-walk was a 
triumph for meticiulous men 
who learned how to climb God's 
ladde/'.. 
CENTENNIAL MEMO Didn't even put on my long and dry on the snowbank, comment). Normal numbers, Texada Island was 
underwear. Took.a look at the Did I ~uit? Not on your life. [300kids, 80 teachers . . . . .  
cat, whose green  ""e~e~ ~ ~, ~a~ge~gledftilmood to k; ..... ~.~--~-,:,:~-~ t'~'_,=~i=,~ ~-~scove~,.e~a~l ~nristened by a 
" "~;' '~  '" "~" :~ "'~ " =~,~e~ew~?~e~.  ~pan iard  ~.~ar ia~Narvaez  ~oalefull.y. threw b~. '~ ' ,~ i~.  ~  ~ l= ld~ S.hovelled., wept, 
~p~r~_'_m~ye~.s~e hosen who arrived in the schooner, ~ry anu mrow me Out ifi that, ~ called "iipon me Lore in no • anugnty oana  m me c . 
buddy." ° ' .' : " " Uncertain turri's. Nothing Th'e kids played games or Santa Saturnina, .an 1791. A 
Didn't. Plunged out the doing, received tuition. The teachers wandering f isherman HarrY 
Trim found iron there 80 years back door in great spirits and Commandeered two high- joined them in the games, or later. 
sank to the navel in snow. school boys coming by~ One gave tuition. 
======================================================================================================================================================================================================= 
'Keep it up' 
The Editor, on the editorial page and not 
Terrace Herald always with your columh, and I 
Terrace, B.C. wish you would please explain 
why it is called "Sometimes 
Deer Sir: Column" when it is in every 
I have read in the paper that issue! • But you have been 
you will print letters, witholding the subjects. When we do agree, 
names as long as we identify unfortunately, we do not talk 
ourselves to you, personally, about it. That is OUR problem. 
With this in mind, I would ap- Keep up the good work. You 
preciate itif you would not print are giving us a newspaper that 
my name as I am afraid it will we can be proud of. However, 
not endear me to some of my we still think it should be once a 
acquaintences, week. But, like the elders of 
First of all, both my wife and I Terrace, we are perhaps too 
think you are doing an excellent slow to change and welcome 
job in producing The Omineca .young and new people to our 
Herald. Some people think you community. 
tend towards the sensational 
side but I think it is because up Yours truly, 
until recently we were used to (name witheld by request.) 
an extremely dull newspaper, 
although there have been some EDITORS NOTE: 
Thank you for your letter. good editors in the past. 
Frankly speaking you show .And I'll try and explain why the 
guts as well as a concei'n for Sometimes Column always.! 
A few months ago I heard the 
Terrace. You are putting out a ~official B.C. Centennial. 
jazzier paper, it's easy to read  song. I thought, it was like a 
and there is more news and, ~high school cheerleader's yell 
what is always needed, con- 
troversy. But I don't think we and.to egotistically sell B.C.. so 
can call a newsier and brighter :I cleeided to say so. I thought at 
paper sensational; outspoken, ~:the time the column would be, 
~rhaps, bul; not sensational, as its called, sometimes--like - 
You .are not going to make ~wbenever I felt like writing 
something whether humorous 
everybody in the community or serious. 
happy but if they are unhappy, The next week I had a big hole 
what is it they are trying to 4o fill in the paper and, - rathei" 
hide? Don't let them scare you. 'than put 'in what we Call" 'a 
You/" community concerns "'filler", that is a gene.~'al in- 
are evident. Your handling of ,terest st0Y that has nothing to 
the are~ question~ and you do really with Terrace, I wrote 
must have. felt like you were On aomething local. Then quite'a 
walking n tightrope, was ,yery few people commented-that 
creditable. We did feel that ~ey enjoyed the column: And, I 
possibly you should not have enjoyod doing it. " 
the IWA, disagree with this 
statement as most business 
agents and leaders are working 
for the membership and are 
• sincere and idealistic people. If 
they were to return •to their 
former jobs in industry their 
earnings would rise con- 
siderably in comparison with 
what they are receiving. 
As far as plus .offices are 
concerned, I would like to know 
when Frank Calder, who wants 
to see labor and the NDP 
sparated and made statements 
the union leaders are 
irresponsible, was last in a 
union office because our offices 
are anything but plush. 
I should make it clear that I 
am speaking of our union 
(IWA). 
I would like to invite l~rank 
Calder and you, Mr. Editor, to 
my office and see for your- 
selves. 
As ~ar as labor and the NDP 
should.be divorced, I say they 
were never.married asthe last 
election very clearly indicated, 
and I refer to all the 
workingmen who voted for the 
Bennett government. 
As for income,, we sent out 
financial statements once a 
printed the opposition to Little However, the  ' ~a~e ~" 
Park as the site but we both ,Sometinies Column" was • 
admit hat is a personal feeling . affixed to it, And'that is what it 
and ifwe are to haVe'freedom.of became known.as:' '" i 
the press h~e it was your duty ~ • , Beside~,'it s differentl - • to print what Mrs. Kawiusky . . . .  C ge th park felt about he land Geerge Little ~ B. . its t e e  r ~ e w  s gave to the.village years ago . . . .  [WA a '~swer$  
• . We are pleased, also, to see 
o.a . . . .  t.,..o.~ o . , .  . . . . . . .  i l l  meetings such as the regional: ~he Editor, ,~. ,~ '  , ~.,,~ 
'i The. addition of two Class between the Island Highway .--,, = ~y,?-?-~-?.,-,-~e . . . . .  - ' ~ b0ard and the school, board ' .The Herald, 
" 'A '  parks and one Class "C" and Port Alberni. netp mnmmlze me aamage to -d  in ~e r "'" " 
park to the provincial parks reporm paps we nopo Terrace, B,C. ' ' its fragile l imestone for- 111 a'so re r ' "  "- system is announced by W.K. •Within the park are a to you w t po c on omer Dear Sir: " " .'~ . . . . .  
Kiernan, Minister of number of limestone caves otber.cavesmati°ns as in hehaS occurredarea. /prov~tatlve~" ' anu :m~k ~ ~ " sit" ~eek.~.ther e i  ~Under "Youi'was the.inferenceOpini0n": last  
'Recreation and Conservation. and including Horne Lake '  , • ' up, taxe.notteeana,ta! a~out 
• i Horne Lake Caves caves and the recently ~. . .  Of interest o recreational eommun!ty bopi'ds', such a ~ ~ade that. ufiionileaders,sit in .  
Provincial Park is a' Class discovered Euclataw caves, boatersistheestablishmentof ~ library'and~ihosp!tal as these ~Usli offices and get fatoffthe 
, ')A" park of 71 acres located Establishment of the park " Echo Bay Provincial Marlnb, have ~ennegl~tt~d, ~,~, . ~tlanctsweat0fthe people they. 
near Horne Lake on the east will ensure the preservation f Park at Echo Bay on  Gllfard : We don0t always agree with :?; ~ iep~es'enting= ~: ~;. ,,i.. :~ ; ". 
':side.'of. Vancouver--Island ,,ther'~tmique E !ataw~,caves i. Island. ~//,.~: .:, ,/~ i~,,.~.,~,:i'~.,.~i ,  y~,;~lnl~,;hi~'O~.oOpinlon" ~', t,~Now l isa  a ~si~ess agenttor ~- 
month listing all income and" 
expenses. Our membership is 
well aware of the salaries they 
are paying us. 
Yours truly, 
Waldemar Penner, 







We notice~ that on occasion 
Christ fought he devil of hunger 
with loaveS and fishes. 
We have unemployment but 
nothing in the way of of 
Christian Friendship Centers- 
reading rooms in downtown 
locations where transients 
seeking jobs could find tables to 
eat lunches (saving the high 
cost of meals)--could find a 
phone and writing paper con- 
cerning employment and 
rooms.' 
Nothing from The Church for 
The Stranger within our gates. 
They areonly "Hippies" Let 
them go to beer parlors and' 
I am not a hippie .... lounges to find employm.ent. 
nevertheless I upport the cause 
of the youth of today--often Thb church contents itself 
called "Hippies" for some with "The Comfortable Pew"--- 
hidden reason. We are living in and' aid. to foreign missions. 
a world different from the woi'ld Perhaps acertain percentage of 
of yesterday'. Religious leaders this aid should be used locally. 
go so far as to say "the devir' is. Calling all churches to 
actually •loosed upon us per organize a local Christian 
ancient prophecy. Friendship Center for the 
Be this as it may-- we contend benefit of transients-especially 
with psychological forces as yet young job seekers. 
beyond our control. 
And what does the ministry to Lay Worker, 
toward fighting the Terrace 
psychological devil? (Name Witbeld) 
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Sometimes " 
Column 
i by Ron Thody 
The Davey Report on the 
mass media ca l l s ,  most 
newsrooms in Canada refugcs 
for the frustrated and 
disillusioned and a graveyard 
of broken dreams. -- 
FoG!era. 
Senator Keith Davey is full 
of oatmeal. Why doesn't he do 
a report on Canada's Senate. 
He can ica]l it refuges for 
slumbering bumbelers and! 
debatable dflletants. 
He says we don't annoy 
anybody. It's obvious Senator 
Davey has overlooked 
Terrace and the Terrace 
HerahL 
He says we have deplorable 
washrooms, inadequate 
libraries and antique 
typewriters. 
ELEGANT THRONE 
Why, we have a very elegant 
throne room With reading 
• material from Canadian 
' cinter and Publisher 
nagazine to the Star Weekly 
~omics. It's even stocked with 
bromo-seitzer, a newsman's 
best friend. 
Inadquate libraries? Even if 
we can't identify them, we've 
got hundreds of photos. And 
Playboy. 
As for our tYPewriters. 
Hmm, Davey's got a point. I 
struggle With an ancient 
Remington ,which goes 
haywire at lea~t once a week 
while we have two electric 
typewriters which reporters 
can't stand because they think 
ahead of your thoughts which 
makes the writing process 
plop. No self-respecting 
newspaper man would be 
caught even eyeing one of 
these electronic beasts, let 
alone use one. No self- 
respecting newspaper man 
would be caught even eyeing 
one of these lectronic beasts, 
let alone use one. 
But we're not frustrated nor 
are we dissillusioned. 
We haven't got time to be. 
UP TO NECKS 
We're up to our necks in 
community affairs. Well...not 
all affairs. Wifeswapping and 
stag parues we shy away from. 
After .all, we are 'a: family 
newspaper. 
There's the merry advert 
 food f dists 
adventures of municipal 
council. And the scintil~ting 
scOops from school hoard. And 
• Regional Board. 
News from every oaruer of the 
community creeps into the,. 
• Herald, liter`a, lly', burying" our. 
news staff of two and.one-hell 
people..And we've got two 
papers a week and deadlines 
every  day and  there are 
.editorials to write and there's 
this about hat and that about 
this and... 
And sometimes we miss 
something. That's frustrating, 
dear Senator. Sometimes we 
can't get'allot what we have in 
.the paper. Thet's frustrating, 
too. Sometimes we haven't got 
enough so wethrowthe comics 
in. That's frustrating. 
DEDICATED 
Senator Davey calls Us 
masochists. We think we're 
dedicated, 
:.For every lOO Complaints 
there are 10 thankyous. Those 10 
thankyous, are worth a million 
pats on the back. 
Everybody appears to" have 
something to attack and, most 
vulnerable, is the newspaper. 
Ah. But hereis the adventure of
the sport! 
Dodging little old ladies with 
umbrellas swinging; thumbing 
noses at threatened law suits 
(when we know we are in the 
right); sprightly scurrying over 
kegs of dynamite and holding up 
the shield of freedom of the 
press and the rights of the 
people. 
Disi l lusioned, Senator 
Davey? We'll give you one gold 
star on that. We're disillusioned 
by apathy in some sectors of the" 
population. 
" mainly directed toda i l ies .  
Perhaps thereis where you find 
your broken "dreams. 
As a Weekly editor (more 
c~li.recisely', a •twice-weekly 
for), I do have dreams.. 
My dream is. a responsible, 
well-read newspaI~r mirroring 
the events that make tie news 
in the community; as well'as to 
interpret these events to • 
provide a broader un- 
derstsnding of Who we are ,as.. 
people ef Terrace; and where" 
we, the town. are going. 
You know, printer's ink is. 
addicting. News and features 
are a challenge. Pmdtlelng,a 
good-looking hewspaper from" 
rcsldent~ Bob Bates, passed 
this piece of advice unto me 
and after talking to a number: 
of "equally healthy, health- 
minded people in Terrace i t  
sottnds .like pretty good ad- 
vice. " .... " • 
.-. In -snort, tim health, food 
business i  booming. 
Programs on the television 
and rad io  and articles in 
news~pers and magazines. 
lean be seen e~'ery day about 
this Cin'rently popular topic. 
READ WITH RELISH? 
Books on health foods, from 
hoary" nutritional texts to the 
strict macrobiotic diet, are 
"------They've healthy eaters! 
BY DIANA SMITH 
• Fo~ is:y0ur b~t medicine. 
A . '  health-minded Terrace 
sible. A journalist who useshis 
power for any selfish or 
otherwise unworthy reason is 
faithless to a high trust. 
We also protect a vital right: 
freedom of the press; but we try 
• not to abuse this freedom. This 
is why our letters to the editor 
"("your opinion") is cherished. 
Your right to reply is honorS.. 
There has to be sincerity.• 
TruthfUlness, Accuracy~ G0od 
faith with the reader and ad- 
vertiser. To err is human, and 
in the rush of bringing the news 
to you we sometimes misin- 
terpret or misjudge. But 
whenever this occurs, we our 
. datybound tocorrect his. 
Hard as it might be, we strive 
for impartiality in our news 
columns. But most often, the 
problem is in the reader. And 
not the writer for too often we 
read into a story what isn't 
being bought read with relish, 
long stripes of type Is another, l~nt out never to return, and 
• : GROW WITH TOWN . worn out ~ at an a/naziug rate. 
My dream is to see this The people I've talked to in 
newspaper grow with this Terrace, without exception," 
town,..and I know this will come haveall  felt hotter and have 
true as we aTe.standing onthe had relatively little family 
new northern', frontier on the ill/iess since changing to a 
ede~e of tomorrow. 
But .we strive to be respon- wholesome and organically 
more nutritional diet using as 
grown products as possible. 
About ~40 people are at- 
tending a yogi!arian cooking 
coui'se~ run by the Seventh 
Day Adventist Church, which 
emphasizes nutritinal food 
and e~oking methods. 
PROFESSIONALS TOO 
Qualified professional 
doctors, scientsts, and 
nutritions are citing case after 
case of illnesses prevented, 
cured or checked in all parts 
of North America. 
Two private supply sources 
of health foods in Terrace' 
estimate they each have at 
least 40 to 50 customers and. 
the number is growing daily. 
Surely they can!t all be 
mislead ' health nuts' 
following a popular craze of 
eating 'food fads?.' 
There is growing concern •
for the qulity and con- 
sequences of eating mass 
produ'ced, highly refined," 
chemically added foods. 
A speaker on a recent- 
television show described the 
exper iment  conducted 
recently where white mice 
were fed only 'enriched' stere- 
We could be doing so many actually there. ~" 
grand and wonderful things for ' -  It's a pity. Senator Davey 
Terrace but there's many who didn't spend a l itt le more time 
are too busy doing wonderful around the weekly Shop. 
things for themselves at the It's fr,~sh and exci'ting. 
expense of the town's needs. Dreams are cherished. And 
TO DAILIES we'll get by with our "antique" 
But your report, Senator, was typewriters. 
bought, white bread. In 90 
days the mice were dead. 
WHAT'S IN IT? 
It is facts like this whichare 
forcing people to take a look at 
what they are eating; to 
analyze and evalutate the 
contents of their foods. 
The two private sUppliers of 
i 
Part one of a 
health foods in Terrace who I 
spoke to were Mrs. Anne 
Hoppe and Bob Bates. 
For many ears Mrs. Hoppe 
was interested in nutrition and 
what she was eating but it has 
only been over the last year, 
after medical adwce, that she 
has been going at it seriously. 
"Since I started selling it 
I've really meant business. 
I've felt better and people tell 
me I look better," she said. 
Her husband istaking Captain 
Charles Roberts Formula 
which is curing an ulcer he has 
suffered with for a number of 
years. 
She said she doesn't find 
cooking with whole grain 
products, pure oil and other 
unrefined products is any 
more expensive• "Actually 
you save more money this way 
than buying food already 
processed." 
GOOD NUTRITION 
Mrs. Hoppe is the dealer for 
Nu-Life Nutrition foods from 
Vancouver and said that the 
company will be sending 
o someone up to give her 
training in nutrition and the 
products he will be handling. 
She also plans to stock up on 
numerous books dealing with 
health and food. Her 'Bible' is 
a book by Adelle Davis called 
Let's Get Well but she also 
recommends the other three 
books by the same author. 
Some eating habits which 
Mrs. Hoppe practices are 
using all juices from the 
vegetables, cutting the fat off in his opinion!here are "tOO 
meat "as that is where any 
DDT is stored," adding wheat 
germ to her bread recipe and 
also adding one teaspoon of 
wheat germ each morning to 
her and her husbands orange 
juice. 
Another supporter, Bob 
I 
two part series 
Bates has been selling h~lth 
foods since last October and is 
slowly "getting into gear". He 
ahd his wife, Doe, haye 
started, and are advertising, 
the Dynamic Health Service 
which is operated from their 
home. 
The couple are eventually 
hoping to open a little store. 
Bates aidit will be a discount 
health food store and has 
knocked 10 per cent off prices 
acorss the board. He said his 
:prices are even lower than 
these in Vancouver. 
"We not only ~vant o sell 
health foods we want to help 
people a~ Well" he said That's 
why I ~died it Dynamic 
Health Service." 
WHOLE WHEAT 
Bates and his wife were 
brought up on whole wheat 
bread btR it ~vas only "since 
19~5 that he_.has been usir~ 
other health food. "I wasn't 
reeling'right- not sick - but not 
righL" Since changing his diet 
he has" found "a hock of a 
difference. I haven't missed a
day at work due to illness 
since 1965. Maybe it's a= 
coincidence but I used to get 
colds and was away from 
work about four days a year 
oefore." 
many sick people with poor 
living havits." He: .feels 
everyone should take daily 
supplemtnts of Vitamin C and 
E because the don't get 
enough in their food. Ac- 
cording to statistics he had 
seen up until the 30's average 
doses per person pe day of 
Vitamin E were 150-250 units 
but today our dally average 
has dropped to between 7-15 
units ~er day. 
Bates is opposed to any 
preservatives or insecticides 
used in food production 
Referring to the milk sold 
substitude used in coffee he 
said, "You could build a oar 
out of the metals in it" 
though his family try to 
follow a nutritious and 
wholesome diet they are not 
fanatical about it but "some 
oeople over do it", Bates said. 
• I! 
WE HAVE TWO LOTS LEFT ON STRAUME AVES. 
hero contractors ltd 
635-3605 635-3119 
REPEAT OFFER 
Y ut  h ' " , ,BRITISH.COLUMBIA 
$1200 bursary OF AGRICULTURE 
Farmers '  Land .C lear ing  Ass istance Act  
An award totalling $12,900 is 
being offered to a grade ight or 
nine student in Northern B.C. by 
Shawnigan Lake School. 
The School, on southern 
Vancouver Island, has an- 
nounced a $64,000 scholarship 
program in honor of B.C.'s 
Centennial year. 
Five Centennial Scholarships 
covering full fees will be 
awarded to students entering 
grade eight or nine in Sep- 
tember, 1971, from each of five 
adeas in the province. 
The Northern B.C. area in- 
cludes Terrace, Prince Rupert, 
Kitimat, Dawson Crock, Fort 
St John, Prince George, •
Quesnel and Williams Lake. 
Annual board and tuition fees 
at the school are $2,580, which 
means that a 'Centennial 
Scholar' who qualifies for 
renewal of the scholarship from 
grade eight through 12 will 
receive a scholarship totalling 
$12,900. 
Headmaster L.P:' Mac 
Lachian said, "We believe that 
1971 marks a significant year in 
the history of our province and 
we thou_ght of no better way of 
observing it then providing 
places in our school for five 
outstanding boys." 
MacLachian said selection of 
the Centennial scholars will be 
based on all-round qualities.. 
"Academic ability Will be 
only one criteria for• selection. 
We are seeking good, all.round 
students who excel in all fields 
When you 
don't know who 
/ 
to~ turn to . . . .  
of endeavour," he said. 
Shawnigan Lake School, 
located just south of Duncan, is 
one of Canada's leading in- 
dependent residential schools 
for boys. 
Anyone interested in getting 
more details about the 
scholarships should contact the 
Headmaster at Shawnigan Lake 
School, Shawniga, Lake, B.C. 
. .   moking : 
habit 
•  Thieves went to a lot of work 
to steal some cigarettes. 
A window at the Co-op service 
store was kicked open, •police 
said, and cigarettes stolen. "• " 
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"Kit imM 
• CLEARING- .BREAKING-  DRAINAGE 
IRR IGAT ION -• FARM WATE R SU PPLY  
Bona Fide Farmers 
• Interested in. having • work 
carried out may obtain. 
information and ap- 
plication forms from their 
local office-of Department 
of Agriculture. Excluded 
are  above ground 
pipelines, pumps, or set. 
:viceable items. • 
Early applications will be 
considered first. 
ALEX H. TURNER 
.. Deputy Minister 
ContractOrs 
• Wishing to be "approved" 
to do work should write the 
Depar tment  o f  
Agriculture, Land Clearing 
Division, Victoria, British 
Columbia, for information 
and forms. 
COMPLETED EQUIP- 
MENT FORMS MUST BE 
RETURNED BY MARCH 
16, 1971 
NoN. CYRIL M. 
SHELFORD 
• ,. Minister of,Agriculture 
TILLICUM THEATRES 
• STARRING 
, f /  
• . " '  • ' , • 
Present 
AT THE DOWNTOWNER "'..635-2040 ' 
Now Playing , : 
Some Kind: :Of . A Nut  
Comedy- .  About  AMan Who" Grows: A Beard And 
How I t  A f fects  H im Personal ly ,  . . . . .  ' 
" " STARRING D ICK VAN DYKE & ANGle  D ICKENSON 
* SHOWT!ME 7 P .M.  & 9:15 P.M. • 
m 
Coming :February 118, 19,, 2Oth RATING 
. . . .  GENERAL 
' " ' "  . . . .  WALl :  D ISNE~"PRESENTS . '  ' ' ' I '  ' "  " " 
In Sea  ch Of '  
-* s ta  ays  ca  w * : . . . .  r " ,  ' -  %:,;; , " ' 
Adventure • -C lass ic  , ; , .  
• MAURICE' ICHE.VAL iER, ; , :HALE,Y :  !M ILLS& . "~ ' 
. . . .  GEORGE SANDERS ".  
SHOWTIME 7 P ,M,  &9:15  p ,M,  ' 
i 
• .•  ,- 
• • )  , 
. : , , ,~ ,  ~ ~': • ,• .  
. . . . .  OF REMAINING QUANTITIES . . . . . . .  
*" '" '  WASHER AND DRYER 
SPECIAL 
Popular Speed Queen Pair 
Now at Savings at Baton's 
.o0 , 1,0 
DURABLE PRESS CYCLE 3 :TEMPERATURE 
SELECT IONS IN -A-DOOR L INT  SCREEN 
PORCELAIN  ENAMEL TOP 
2 Speed, 3 Cycle Speed Queen has 10.year guarantee on washer 
transmission, and 2-year guarantee on all other parts and service. 
Lifetime Guarantee 
Special, each $378oo , 
Choose  Harvest  Go ld ,  
Copper tone ,  Avocado ,  
o r  Whi te  
',1'1 I ! '  I J I I I  EN  
i w., 
f 
. . , ; . .  , '  : t : . : :  
- I  
2-Year Parts, ' 
i 
Service t 
• Guarantee  ' 
on Dryer 
Speed Queen automatic '~. 
i~lectric dryer has 2-year \ 
Unconditional guarantee on ~ -- 
.,parts and service to back up 
Aipe engineering. ~t .  
1 8 OO 
• : . ,  . . ' '  . 
MODEL MA70 
featuring 
DURABLE PRESS CYCLE 
PRE-WASH SOAK CYCLE 
2 SP IN  SPEEDS 
2 AGITAT ION SPEEDS 
5 WATER TEMPERATURE 
SELECT IONS i 
f - : 
• ' ChOose  Harvest  GeM,  
• Co 'pper tone ,  Avocado ,  
o r  Whi te  ~ 
: i il i:iiiill 
! ;1 '1  l I I  IJWH S N 
. . . .  ~t 
L..~ 





(CLIF AND SAVE) 
Monday 
9:35 Mr. Dressup 
10:00 Canadian Schools 
10:30 The Friendly Giant 
10:45 Chez rlelene 
11:00 Seasame Street 
~2:00 M~d-Day Matinee 
2:00 What On Earth 
2:30 Luncheon Date 
3:00 Take Thirty 
3:30 The Edge Of Night 
4:00 The Galloping Gourmel 
4:30 Drop-In 
5:00 Rocket Robin Hood 
5:30 Favourite Things 
6:00 Focus 
6:15 Closing Markets 
6:20 News 
6:40 Weather Show 
6:47 Sports 
7:03 Family Affair 
7:30 The Mike Neun Show 
8:00 The Partridge Famny 
8:30 Front Page Challenge 
9:00 The Bold Ones 
10:00 The Nature of Things 
10:30 Man At The Center 
11:00 The National News 
I1:22 Viewpoint 
11:30 Night Final 
Sign Off 
Tuesday 
9:35 Mr. Dressup 
10:00 Canadian Schools 
10:30 The Friendly Giant 
.10:45 Chez Helene 
II:00 Seasame Street 
12:00 To Be Announced 
2:00 Double Exposure 
2:30 Luncheon Date 
3:00 Take Thirty 
3:30 Double" Exposure 
4:00 To Be Announced 
4:30 To Be Announced 
5:00 Luncheon Date 
5:30 The Beverly Hillbillies 
6:00 Focus 
6:15 Closing Markets 
0:20 News 
6:40 Weather Show 
6:47 Sports 
7:00 Reach For The Top 
7:30 The Smith Family 
~:00 The Red Skelton Show 
:30 Telescope '71 
0:03 Men At Law 
10:00 Tuesday Night 
I1:00 The Natmnal News 
II :22 Viewpoint 











WEEK OR THE 
MONTH 
Also Rent 
, to Purchase 
$5.00 per week 
$10.50 per month 
Wednesday 
10:00 Canadian Schools 
10:30 The Friendly Giant 
10:45 Chez Relene 
~1:00 Sesame Street 
2"{}0 Mid-Day Matinee 
2:00 Double Exposure 
2:30 Luncheon Date 
3:00 Take Thirty 
3:i50 The Edge Of Night 
4:.~OD~6~Iff: .... : " : :  .... ' " 
5:00 Tommy Tompkifi~ 
Wildlife Country 
5:3o The Beverly Hillbillies 
6:00 Focus 
6:15 Closing Markets' 
6:20 News 
6:40 Weather Show 
6:47 Sports 
7:00 Gunsmoke 
B:00 Somerset Maugham 
Theatre 
9:00 Oh Coward 
[10:00 This Land 
[ 1~:00 The National News 
I U:22 Viewpoint 
111:30 Night Final 
Friday 
10:30 The Friendly Giant 
11:00 Sesame Street 
12: 00 Mid-Day Matinee 
2:00 Double Exposure 
2:30 Luncheon Date 
3:00 Take Thirty 
3:30 The Edge of Night 
4:00 The Galloping Gourmet 
4:30 Drop-In 
5:00 Skippy, The Bush 
Kangaroo 
5:30 The Beverly Hillibillies 
6:00 Focus 
6:20 News 




9:llll Tommy tlunter 
10:00 Ironside 
11:28 Night Final 
11:45 The Late Show 
Thursday 
9:35 Mr. Dressup 
10:00 Canadian Schools 
10:30 The Friendly Giant 
10:45 Chez Helene 
11:00 Seasame Street 
12'00 Mid-Day Matinee 
2:00 Double Exposure 
2:30 Luncheon Date 
: 3:oo Take Thirty 
3:3O The Edge Of Night 
4:00 The Galloping Gourmet 
4:30 The Banana Splits 
5:0{) Hi Diddle Day 
5:30 The Beverly Hillbillies 
6:00 Resume 
6:15 Closing Markets 
6:20 News 
6:40 The Trans Provincial 
Airlines Weather Show 
6:47 Sports 
7:00 Sportscene 
7:30 The Odd Couple 
8:00 The Interns 
9:00 The Johnny Cash Show 
10:00 The Flying Circus 
10:30 Encounter 
11:00 The National News 
11:22 Viewpoint 
11:30 Night Final 
11:45 The Late Show 
'It's a Wonderful World' 
Saturday 
12:00 World Cup Skiing 
1:03 Canada Winter Games 
2:00 Curling 
3:00 Childrens Cinema 
4:00 The Bugs Bunny Road 
Runner Hour 
5:00 N.H,L. Hockey 
7:30 Countrytime 
6:60 The Galloping Gourmet 
0:30 Update 
9:00 Showcase '71 
11:0~ The National News 
11:15 Provincial Affairs 
ll:.2.0.Night Final 
11:30 The Late Show 
Sunday 
12:00 World Cup Skiing 
1:00 Cana~ Winter Games 
2:00 Faith To Live By 
2:30 One More Time 
3:00 ~2nalog 
3:15 B.C. Gardener 
3:30 Country Canada 
4:00 To Be Announced 
S:00 Audubon 
5:30 Hymn Sing 
6i00"l~e Wonderhfl 
World of Disney 
7:00 Adventures in 
Rainbow Country 
7:30 The Bill Cosby Show 
8:00 The Ed Sullivan Show 
9:00 Sunday At Nine 
10:00 Weekend 
11:00 The National News 
11:15 The Nation's Business 
11:20 Night Final 
Sign Off 
BALLARD CARPET CLEANING 
for Rugs, Wall to Wall Carpet 
and Chesterfield Cleaning 
CARPET LAYING 
Phone 6~5-6560 
,Imalllng address)Copper r i~y: Box S4,'Ye~race' 
TERRACE HERALD, TERRACE, B.C. 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1971 
ALCAN profits, ' 
AT MAN-MADE Mount Blaekstrap, CBC's Bruno Geru~-sl 
(6roon) and Allen MeFee ~Captain Canada) will be among the 
highly skilled ( ! ) team of CBC-TV and radio people shown here 
covering the Canada Winter Games in Saskatoon Feb. 12 - 22. 
The CBC crews will have their hands full broadcasting daily 
i 
reports on both radio and TV with special weekena coverage 
from the Games opening to the closing ceremonies. The Games 
will also be covered by Radio Canada (CBC French network) 
and by the International Service which boradeasts in eleven 
languages throughout the world. 
A t the library 
BY CLAUDETTE SANDECKi 
WRITING FOR MONEY IN 
CANADA 
BY RAYMOND HULL 
CANADA LTD. 
More than one book has been 
written treating the same topics 
as are to be found in this 
volume: getting story and 
article ideas; finding suitable 
markets; how to write 
magazine articles, books, short 
stories, and plays; copyright 
and libel laws, etc. 
What then, is unique about 
this book? Simply that Writing 
for Money in Canada is 
precisely what the title implies- 
a book designed as a guide to 
any writer who intends to write 
in Canada nd sell to Canadian 
markets. Other texts deal with 
the subject from an American .... : 
point of view: . . . .  
Raymond Hull is the author of 
five successful books, numerous 
magazine articles, plays and 
TV scripts. He lives on Van- 
couver Island where he works in 
a converted barn. In clear, 
simple language he has written 
'a stimulating, comprehensive 
text dealing with every phase of 
freelance writing: how to 
educate yourself as a writer; 
how to prepare and submit 
manuscripts; how to line up 
freelance writing assignments. 
The chapter on magazine 
writing alone is worth the price 
of this book. 
His pointers on how to write a 
successful article query rank 
with those of Max Gunther and 
Hyaes B. Jacebs in their 
respective books, "Writing the 
Modern Magazine Article" and 
"Writing and Selling Non- 
Fiction". Each chapter is 
followed by a summary, and 
several  writing exercises 
similar to assignments in 
correspondence ourses. 
Mr. Hull makes no guaran- 
tees; but the conscientious 
application of his counsel should 
shorten any would-be writer's 
apprenticeship. 
SAUCY 
BY MARTHA MCKEEN 
WELCH INC. 
Saucy is about to have "pup-- 
pies, Roger and his little sister 
Jenny offer her several nests -
a soft one in Roger's bedroom, a
dark one in Jenny s closet, and 
finally a warm nest in the kit- 




Air, water and land pollution 
will be the subjects of a study 
sponsored by the Kitimat- 
Stiklne Regional District. 
The board will spend $5,000 
this year to study area 
pollution. 
And, to" draw up a set of 
regulations for prospective 
developers. 
The district's regulations will 
be in conjimction with federal 
pollution control standards, 
all. Instead she slips out of the 
hotise aRer supper and furls to 
come home at bedtime. 
Next day the entire neigh- 
borhood joins in the search for 
Saucy and her puppies. 
This is a book even Morn will 
enjoy reading to the little ones. 
The natural story is simply told, 
enhanced by bold illustrations. 
Another talent show 
cooking in kettle 
GLUMFRED 
The fi~t Governor of the 
United ColOnies of yaneouver 
Island and 4he Mainland was 
• .Vredariek Seymour'.-- who 
'opposed the union. . 
I 
Due to popular demand Bob 
McIunes is organizing another 
talent show. 
Mclnnes aid ever since the 
last one, held last December, 
people have been bugging him 
to put on another. Also the fact 
that 200 people were turned 
away from the show indicates 
that his next one will he equally 
as popular. 
Right now Mclnnes is looking 
for talent. He asked that 
anyone interested should 
contact him at CFTK (635-6316) 
where he is a radio announcer. 
The show will be on Sunday 
afternoon, February 28, at the 
Tillicum Theatre. There will be 
no admission charge, but. a 
silver collection will be taken 
anger striker 
Talks in the 3½.month Alcan with other steelworkers in the 
Richmond strike involving 103 ." area during Wednesday's talks. 
employees tarted Wednesday "Then they took that away 
but were again broken off later and later called us to cancel 
in the day. tonight's cheduled talks," he 
Spokesman for the United said. "They didn't give us a 
Steelworkers of America, reason." 
Angus Macdonald, said "the 
early Wednesday talks were the 
first between the two parties in 
about hree months and that a 
night session was called off by 
the company. 
"I don't think the company 
could c.are less about heir men 
Doesn't yield ; 
gets = Charge: 
A Kitimat and  a Teal'ace 
driver were involvedin an 
being on strike," he said. accident on Highway 16 West 
And what's so maddening is early Friday night,.: 
reading in the newspaper arly Joseph Knstiew was entering 
today that Alcan made a $79 the highway from a driveway 
million profit last year." and failed" to yield to Alfred 
Macdonald said the union Reoux who was driving east. 
outlined its demands for parity 
I want  you  to  pay  less  
income tax .  " 
There's a neat little section in the Income 
Tax Act called 79B. 
It means that if you have an eligible 
retirement plan, you can save or defer 
some of your tax dollars. 
All you have to do is register your 
annuity or perlnanent life insurance plans. 
I can help you With it. 
But you must 
hun% your plan must 
be registered by 
March 1st, 1971. 
And these things •take 
a wee bit of time. 
Please call lne, or 
drop lnea line and 





4644 Lazelle Ave. 
Phone 635-6146 
Fred's Furniture Centre 
2 CITY WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE SALE 
. . . . . .  IGGEST SALE EVER 
i 
57."  DINETTE SUITES ,ple e $ 5 chairs . . . . . . . . . . .  and up . ~  ~- -  
7 piece s87J [  DINETTE SUITES 6chairs . . . . . . . .  d up 
CHESTERF IELD , pJe{e .......... S l 77.7 d up 
1 
RECLINERS as Iowas . .  . . . .  . . . . .  " . . . .  . . .  ~ ~ '  ~ '  e -a -ndup. . .  I I~mJ~ 77  
FANTASTIC SAVINGS • Hostess $ 1 7and77up Chairs asstd, c01ours 
Telephone 
Benches $1 7 .77  Dressers with mirror $ ~ 'my '77 • . . . . . . . . .  --lr Ar and up 
Chairs $~ 77  Piece t 
K i tchen  each ..andup aedroomSultes'127an~.~ 
COLOUR TV 
19" Colour Portables 
BEDDING 
s397.  Stereo Clearance 
With approved trade Special * 177. '"  
39" MATTRESS St , )~ 77 
each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  ,m. - '= l '  and up 
DOUBLE BEDS S 77 
54" Special each 77an o , /0  o ,o ,  ~ , .  o , .  o . . o .  • e 
QUEEN SIZE. $ -  
Special price . . . . . . . . . .  i. . . . . . . . . . .  1 97.  77 
BUNK BED :SET 






WESTINGHOUSE COLOUR TV'S & APPLIANCES 
BESTEveRPRICES @ Remember, 
I F  ITS WEST INGHOUSE 
25" Color TV s577 - 
5 Year Picture Tube Warantee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  NOW ONLY With ApProved Trade 
' I 77 J  
20" BLACK & WHITE S 1 7 
CO|OUr'"'WEST'N°"°USETv w,.**. *427.27 Portables To Clear Out 
[ 
Westinghouse Stereo  ~,. To c,ear out s297.  77 
WESTINGHOUSE RANGES, REFRIGERATORS & DISHWASHERS 
LAUNDRoMATS AT PRICES TOO LOW TO EVEN MENTION| . 
FRED'S FURNITURE 
Kitimat Ph. 632-3632 
222 . City Centre 
At  Marshall .Wells 
SALE ,STARTS 
FEBRUARY ISth 
AS, LONG AS'STOCK LASTSI 
CENTRES ......... 
Terrace Phi, 635-3630 
4434 Lakelse: Ave. 
Across from L the Leelon 
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::Who sa: ts " i 
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It all started with maple 
sugar and ended with pan- 
cakes. " ' 
Mrs. Ev Atwood's Grade 1 
class at Kiti-K.Shaiu School 
studied how maple sugar is 
made. 
And, one thing led to 
•another. 
Next thing you know. the 
class got some cream and 
rwith a made their own butter; 
churn. ,:., "' 
And "what's better •with 
home.made butter ~ than 
pancakes? ., 
So, the class all met Friday 
at Mr. and Mrs. Vie Froese's 
house on G~ahame Avenue for 
a pancake making session. 
While the . -  "Fros'es, Mr. and 
Mrs. Bob.. Southerland and 
Mrs. Merle Hislop all cooked, 
the kids 'ate with gusto and 
watched Seaseme Street on 
television. 
~ehool sure has .changed. 
SCHOOL NEVER WAS LIKE THIS as these kids wolf down pancakes and all the trimmings. And the pancakes weren't too 
bad, considering a couple of Dads cooked them...staff photo. 
-Ho.w.rd still cooking'waffles" 
flapjaeks "I, for one, eondem th is  Skeena MP Frank Howard is concept of Canadian unity." 
still cooking waffles. He said any proposal which ] idea." 
At the start of  the New gives endorsement o the idea I ' Howard said that even more 
Demoeratie Par'ty leadership . that a province has the right to. I damagingis the proposal from 
tour last week Howard called off separate from the. rest of ] this Self.established i entifiable 
Canada is "tanamount to saying I group, the waffles, that a liason 
we would like sueh separation to should be established with the 
take place.' . Le Parti Quebecois. 
• his.fellow candidates to make 
their position on fhe NDP waffle 
group known. 
Before it endedl they Were all 
hollaring at each other. 
' 'Th q~f~.g~ g£ouR: • Sf$~s to.. 
eslabl:i~'~y~4.~nO~.~ ~,.~t ' ~t: 
cannot. .~taatlat~q~y treason, '' 
charged Howard . . . .  
:'It is aminority group that is 
:.unreasonable and divisive and. 
thhse attitudes far outweigh 
any of what otherwise would be 
valuable points." 
' : Th is .  par ty , " "  he said, 
"should not tolerate acandidate 
taking any positign which seeks 
to play games with the waffle 
group while at the same time 
attempting to win Support from 
the cooler, more reasonable 
heads in the NDP," Howard 
said, 
Speaking .to Toronto New 
Democrats, Howard added: 
"With 'respect: to the:waffle 
proposals regarding Quebec I 
find those proposals destructive 
both to the NDP and to the 
n l  . . . . .  
THORNHILL 
R. R. 2 River Drive. 
ELECTRIC 
Electrical Contractors. 
.RE~DENTIAL  & COMMERCIAL  
i ce, B:C::. ' 63S.$04 
Dynamic Health service 
.~. ~;', ~ " ." ' I" I""  i ~ .6"0,  
, SUPPLEMENTS, HERB'S, TEA,S, COFFEE SUB'S" 
SOYA PRODUCTS; GRAINS/SEEDS . . . . . . . . .  
NUTRITIONAL BOOKS & LITERATURE. 
CALL OR PHONE MONDAY "i'HROUGH" FRIDAY 
• 6 TO 8:30 P.M.. 
SATURDAY l0 A.M. TO S P.M. , :'i 
'HONE 635-5980 4823 LAZELLE ,AVE.  
Women Needed 
To Train For 
MEDICAL  RECEPT IONIST  
.This is'a home.study .course 
which'can be completed in 16 
weeks. High School Diploma 
not necessary. Training need 
not interfere with present 
employment. Out of town 
inquiries-welcome 
~ Write Giving" Phone 
._.._l Number To 
Career Training Ltd. 





International Homes Manufactures of Pre Cut 
Homes, Motels: Apartments, And Buildings. 
Inquiries For High.Quality, Low:C0st 
Homes and Buildings• 
EXCEl'LENT OPPORTUNITY FOR 
FRANCHISED DEALERSHIP'AVAILABLE .-",. 
PERFORMANCE DEPOSIT REQUIRED. 
- - ,  ' . . - . . - - . . . . . , . , . . , . . . . , - . . .  
~ FOR THE HOME. BOYeR~::!ii :.', :i'i"',, :~:,::;: ! ' : t 
OR DEALERSHIP .  ' . . . .  '../ " . . ; . : .  / :~: 
F']' FRANSCHiSED:gOEALERSHII~>;, :,; ,~:~..<),t,:i':' 
' ' "  : I--] BUILDINGS .' : ~: - ! 
b 
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IT'S 'I'HE TESTER that Bob Southerland offers Vie Froese as 
the twopops,cooked pancakes for Grade One students from Kiti- 
.. :.. , . ..... , :~  
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K-Shain School. The pancakeeooking project started as a ¢laas • 
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"~: " " Here's what  you  see Here's  what  you  get Here'srwhere you  Cansee  i t f  '-" ' ' " 
• from the ins ide :  : ' . on  the outs ide:  ; • ~; '  ':At any0f  250 Datsun dealers across , '. • 
: ...:Everything.:You've got {antastic. . . ,  'Front disc brakes. All-independent:'.. ' Canada:A~ bile 0f them will be"-:. ;( .~, ,. ; 
. . .  all-round vts~bdtty. Plusa hstof'  ' . , : .  , : . , , suspcnston .  Smart stylml~; m two' ,.:¢, ' '.haonv to'arrange a test-.drwe ' .  -, < ' , , ' .=,  
':~i:,';: :. extras that:don't cost exii'a:. :'. '.,: ;. . .  :: : d0brs. ,four~d6orsdra .~¢~a~on. ",. : ...' :': : : ' . ' . -  %:;:::" . .7 .: . . . . . .  .' ,:., , ,  ~: :::.i.£:.'!: 
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::'::' '. 'in fodr-door s~,d?n' find'~{!agt+ni', >,;: ::.+":: : Here's ,Whlff+yOu:see: :::i'£ +: 'i: :": ': ':?:.:i.": i:.+? ~::}:+: !:' If O i ,.: : 
: ....+ Tinted glass. 3.speed heater/dcfroster,~:L::,:under.the hoedt+. : ,: .~/..::: ,: '  ' . . . ; , ,  :..' ....... ,::~S' [: ,: S '~  ~ ~  ~ .~ ' - - ' "  +1 
~ii~:, ?:";,.:,::Collapslblc safetv, st~erili'g• Cdaffii~..ii ~.~::, ' 'A:• ~6~.cc: 96~`hp ~;~aih~bdarihg ~:~!` !i~:.;~ ?!:` :~:T  . :; ~: .~S:~:~: / -~  . .~J~`.~:  ..f:`.:.::~ 
.r . . . . .  Headrests harnesses and a.padded : , , .  overhead camsha(t engine that . ,. ,,,~, :r', . , fp , ,  "~,~__ .~: ,  ,"]~_':,~,~., "='. , : 
" r "  ' : g ' t m s n  ~ sofia unit body:conStruction ' .,"';squeezesup to',~9 mue-~ tromever~ .. :: '.',,,:,. ,~::,: '. . f 'r "" ' ' + :*" ,~ +" . . . . . . .  ~ 
, " "  ' ' for~xtra protectmn P cl~ a 3-speed ,': ',.;~,.llonof gas Dual:ba~'f'el~¢arb ": ..... :-' ~, ' ~ ~  ~'~' i l .~ ;g . , .~" :  ...... "~::" 
: . ,  - automatic or all-synchro • • ., . . . .  Alternator . . . .  ,' /"~"'~:, . . . . . . .  t-" / ' ": ~ ~ " ¢ ¢,,' = • 
'%:'  " " • ": • , - -  " .~  :::::' : ,'!~ "-' '~: ' '~' ' ':. , ' . ' : ,  :' ~",,. ':. :.;'~' L ' "  ...... '"': , ' . " . :  ~: 
'~ • " • : ~kSuggesodrb ia  13 CoFOB van~;ot Jvor ' tmono Udntoa  t a h~x Lo~:a iegt ; ,  Cdftce i~ o~hnc'~i imt~ 'ann  cebe  e .  a ' : ' "  " '~'  ~: '  
,, ;,~ ..:.,, .,,..,~ , . , '  . ,, . ,.,:~ ~; - .: : ,. . . . .  ,..-. : ~., , ,  ~.;,:: )~ , ~,; 
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Dear Ann Landers; These 
days we hear so much about 
bow bad the young people are. 
They get a great deal of 
publicity. I want o tell you this 
story from the Madison State 
Journal and hope you will print 
it. It gives another side of our 
young people.--the ones we don't 
boar much about. 
Allen Polak is 12 years old. 
When he noticed an old man in 
his neighborhood was ill, feeble, 
and quite alone, he wanted to 
help. Allen pumped water for 
the old man, cut the grass 
around his place, shoveled the 
snow and ran errands. He also 
visited with him--listened to his 
stories of the past. 
When the old man died 
recently he left his entire state 
to Allen. It was $2500. He 
identified the boy as "Allen 
Polak--Relationship: 
Stranger." Allen explained it 
this way: "I did what I could for 
him. He was my firend." 
Thank you, Ann Landers.-- 
Madison, Wisconsin. 
Dear Madison: That's a 
beautiful story. I whish there 
were more like it for our 
newspapers to print. Thank you 
for sharing it with 54 million 
people. 
Dear Ann Landers: I have 
read your column for several 
years and our advice in the 
main, is fairly sensible• I
confess I've lost my objectivity 
and need an outside opinion. 
There are two groups of 
people in every city: The Party 
Goers and The Party Givers. 
We belong to the second 
category. Over the past few 
years we have entertained more 
than 100 couples who have never 
asked us back• We have en- 
tertained some of these couples 
five and six times• These same 
people are frequently seen at 
other parties, in fact they seem 
to be ira/fred everywhere. So far 
as I know they've never been 
known to GIVE a party. All they 
do is GO. 
Are they afraid to entertain? 
Are they .free-loaders? we 
consider them friends, but we 
can' t udnerstand their 
reasoning. Should we continue 
to invite them? Please advise.- 
The Hostess With The Mostess 
On The Bill 
Dear Hostess: Some people 
don't entertain because they 
lack confidence. They are 
afraid their house isn't nice 
enough -- or perhaps their china 
and silver isn't he best, or they 
don't know what to serve or 
how to serve. This is sad, of 
course, because these things do 
not matter. After a while you 
get to know which friends uffer 
from feelings of insecurity and 
you forgive them. 
The folks who do entertain 
and exclude you after you've 
entertained them five or six 
times hould be crossed off your 
list. I hate to call them free- 
loaders but if you can find a 
better name, I'll buy it. 
Dear Ann Landers: Two 
years ago our son who was then 
only 20 met a woman at the 
wedding of our eldest son. She 
was a friend of mine who had 
moved here from another city-- 
a total nut with all the trim- 
mings, about 33, divorced and a 
sexpot. 
Four months ago the hussy 
got this innocent kid to move 
into her apartment. (She has 
two children.) Be has tried to 
come home four times but she 
won't let him. They fight like 
cats and dogs--throw things, 
clobber one another, like in a 
cheap novel. They both work at 
the same place, ride to and from 
work together, and the boy is a 
prisoner. Is there anything I can 
do to liberate him? I know he'd 
come home if he could. Tell me 
what to do.---His Mother. 
Dear Mother: It's awfully 
hard to liberate someone who 
enjoys enslavement. The 
woman sounds like a nut but the 
kid is a bit of a filbert, too. If my 
arithmetic is right he's over 21 
and there's nothing you can do. 
CAR RALLY winner Roger Shepard, right, 
accepts a$50 cheque from Tom Casey, president 
of the Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
student council. Sbepard, as driver, and Garnet 
Banek, as navigator, won the 130 mile rally by 
tallying up the least number of penalties. 
Drivers were required to travel between 15 and 
20 mph during the obstacle race...staff photo. 
Trustees named 
to committees 
Health and recreation falls 
into Pratt's lap. He will be the 
board's representative to the 
Union Board of Health and 
council's recreation committee. 
REGIONAL COLLEGE 
Matters concerning a 
proposed regional college and 
adult education will be handled 
by Dr. Leel chairman, and Mrs. 
Orr. 
Cook will again serve on the 
committee concerned with 
retarded children. 
Maintainanee, rentals and 
transportation will be the 
concern of three rnembors- 
Cook for Terrace, Dale Dundas 
for the Hazeltons and George 
Stenning for Stewart and Alice 
Arm. 
And board publicity will be 
Dr. Lee's responsibility. 
School Board irustees 
Wednesday learned what's 
expected of them this year. 
"Chairman Dr. R.E.M. Lee 
handed out committee 
assignments to the trustees. 
Serving on the education and 
curriculum committee is Mrs. 
Nancy Orr, chairman; J.E. 
Cook and Robert Sargent. 
Looking after the board's 
purse strings as finance com- 
mittee members are Dr. Lee, 
chairman and Cecil C. Pratt. 
TEACHER REACHERS 
On the salaries and personnel 
recruitment committee are 
Sargant, chairman; Mrs. Orr 
and Pratt. 
The planning committee 
which is involved with school 
construction is chaired by Cook 
with Mrs. Orr as a member. 
LtS practlcattyDeaUtllttt. 
A pract i ca l  person  buys  a pract i ca l  car  s imp ly  because  i t ' s  pract ica l .  The  fact  
that  the car  may be  ug ly  doesn ' t  seem to bother  h im.  But  it bothered  us.  "Why 
.can ' t  a p ract i ca l  cax be beaut i fu l ? "  we asked.  And  then  a long  came our  Coupe.  
The  Coupe is  every  bit  as  pract ica l  as  the ug l ies t  p ract i ca l  car. On ly  i t ' s  
not  ugly i t ' s  beaut i£u l .  The  s teer ing 'whee l  i s s imu la ted  wood gra in .  The  
bucket  seats  are  h igh-back  and  £ully rec l in ing .  The  f loor, is  carpeted.  The  g lass  
is  t inted.  The  inter ior  i s  padded.  The  r ide is  quiet.  
F rom a pract i ca l  po in t  of v iew it gets  up to 35  mi les  per  ga l lon  f rom 
a power£ul 73  hp eng ine .  It has  £ront d isc  brakes  and  an  eleotr ic rear  w indow 
defroster .  I t ' s  big enough for a smal l  £amily,  smal l  enough to park  eas i ly  and  
surpr is ingly"  se l l s  £or $2173* - -w i th  everyth ing .  
So  now, a pract ica l  person  can  buy  a pract i ca l  car s imp ly  because  
it~s~ beaut i£ul .  
'Sdggesied list price F.O.B. Vancouver. Freight, license, provincial nd local taxes extra. ' ' " " 
. . . .  
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Backs out 
. . .  i n to  car  
Two cars received $800 
damages in a collision on Mc- 
Connell Street Wednesday. 
Mrs. Alice Quizzy of Mc- 
Connell St. was backing out of 
her driveway when her car was 
struck by one driven by 
Eathieen Whitehead of K.itimat. 
IN HOCKEY ACTION • 
Stung Carlings strike back 
When the Terrace Carlings 
skated onto the ice Wednesday 
night they were still stin~ng 
from the weekend. 
Last Saturday night he local 
pucksters were trounced 10-2 by 
the Legion Bcrnbers and the 
Carlings didn't'feel charitable 
toward anyone. 
Wednesday night hey met the 
Atom Motors Vegas of Kitimat 
and showed they could still put 
the disc between the pipes. 
Carling's center ice men 
proved to be ~e Kitimat clubs 
undoing as each of the local 
face-off kings netted the puck 
twice in their 6-4 romp over the 
luckless Vegas. 
Paquette, Schantz and Sarich 
were the Terrace Carlings 
heros for the night while Lines 
scored three times and Drover 
once for the losers. 
The value of the net-minder 




The Skeena-Cassiar School 
Board has received 17 teacher 
applications a  a result of a trip 
to university by trustees. 
Two trustees and L.P. Todd, 
supervisor of instruction, at- 
tended a conference at 
University of British Columbia 
to talk with prospective 
teachers. 
Todd said the local delegates 
talked with about 200 students 
ahdn have received 17 ap- 
plications since the visit. 
Curling's Purington kept the [ The locals next meet will 
puck out of the net and the I on Feb.17 when they battle ti 
Curlings in the lead. , KiUmat Croziers in Kitimat. 
Boys ,/ready for ring 
' A local boxing, club that has~: Athletic Club,. gets! :goinl 
born in theplanning stages for Brooks hopes for : competittc 
several month s is now ready to with other clubs in 'the area. 
go. 
Ted Brooks, who had been 
trying to get the club started, 
reported Wednesday that  
necessary funds and equipment 
have been rounded up and now 
all that's needed are the boys. 
The club is open to all boys in 
thearea nd the only cost that is 
forseen a t  present is a small 
insurance policy similiar to 
those sold in the schools. 
Once the club, which is af- 
filiated with the North.west 
As  : rep0rted ~eariier, ,t~ 
Boxing Association :in Prin( 
George has .off~ed. t0:,:ho] 
meets with the l~al punc her~ 
Brooks~also said that ~ t | i  
establishment of a boxing tea! • 
bore could lead to simlli~-. 
moves in the other towns in tL : ' 
urea. ' ' 1 
Anyone who wishes to join th ~. ~1 
club and learn the skills 
boxing is urged to contact Te 
Brooks at 635-6746. 
Optometr i s t  
4619 Lakelse Ave. 




t he great 
indoors  
with clean, even, electric heat ! 
(28,000 B.C. homeowners already do!) 
Electric heat is the modern heat for modern 
living. It gives clean, even heat room-to-room and 
all through each room. Individual room tempera- 
ture controls let the occupants enjoy the tempera- 
ture that suits their activities best. The compact, 
unobtrusive and even sometimes "invisible equip- 
ment frees more space for living. It is silent and 
dependable. And electric'hearing's extra• comfort 
and convenience makes it worth every cent...and 
then some! 
Ask us' about it. That's what our Customer Ad- 
visory Service is for..,to help'you, 
!:i 1 
~.i!;~ !' 
B C HYDRO . . . .  
. . . ' .  
. . . . . . . .  (- .iiiii~;i17;~.;~.~...~.~iiiiii-I'IIII . "1 _ rio = . . . . . . .  ~',~ .............. , . . . .  , . . . . . .  ,, 
OUTDOORI 
I" i, T.ERUOUETER 
INDOOR 
: ( , . . ,  ,, v,,,. $Z951 
This  precis ion instrument i s .yours i : to  / Thethermometetg lves .both  outdoor and 
ii keep whenyou have a, B.C. HYdro~heat. indoor temperatures  at  a glance; Just • 
li Ing special ist  give you a free est imate  of  ca l l  B,Ci .Hydro'~to arrange,,an 
:~i~ .the cost of heat ing your  home electr ic ,  mentand i t ' svours - - f ree  Thisoffer:'~OOd:~ ;Y :  
,, ally, There is no obl igat ion. : ' for a l imi ted t ime only. i i~  i : , / / , ,  
k .  
• 'i,, ~, ....... • ..... 
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TE RRAC~E~HERALO • . 
.4613Lazell~Ave .. - • --'c~ 
• -.Terrace;B;C. ' '~-*.,.,: 
• P.O. JBox399. ; ' .  
• pl~one'635.6357 ' , '. " . . .  
Natlonal'Advertlslng .... "~ ': 
, 'Armslr0ng;-Dagg.: . : 
Representatives Ltd; , ,, ." 
Wester, n Regional N~wspapers, 
207 ~est  Hastings 5t£eet" . ..' 
Vancouver, B.C. , , 
lamber of: " " 
B.C. Division of the 
Canadian Weekly Newspapers 
ssoc iation 
and 
Audit Bureau of Circulation 
Classified Rates 
ive cents a word (minimum 25 
I/ords) ..2S cents off for cash . .  
')isplay classifiedS1.25 an inch. In 
'Aemoriam, minimum. 
' Subscription Rates 
Single Copy 15 cents 
~Yearly by mail $10 !n. Canada , • 
~ ": $12outslde'Canada, ' ' : "  ' 
,~,uthorized as second class mail by  
~e Post Office Dept., Ottawa and 
~)r payment of postaoe i.n cash. 
! - Coming Events 
i ~tOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING he annual general meeting of the errace and Distr ict  Hospital 
i ssociation wil l  be held on March 24, ~71 at 8:00 p.m. in the assembly 
)am of Milts Memorial Hospital• 
llease note that new members must 
btsin membership 30 days prior to 
~e annual meeting, $1.00 mem. 
,erships are avai lable at the 
iospital,-The Royal Bank or Terrai:e 
:0-0perative Courtesy COunter (C- 
6) (C -21)  
13-  Persona l  
CHRISTIANS 
Israel a nation again as prophesied 
in The Word of God, The great s~gn 
of lhe coming again of The- Lord 
Jesus (in person) lo rule the world 
from Jerusalem• For free in. 
formation about this overlooked 
Gospel mpssage, write P.O. Bo~ 
Nanaimo, B.C. (PT.12) ,. :'*.::~:'::'~ 
II will not be responsible for..sn~; 
debts Incurred other than myself 
,commencing Feb. 9,.1971; Mr.-John 
Chrisflansen (P.14) 
CHRISTIANSl 
Are yotJ aware that the coming" 
again of The Lord Jesus (in person) 
to rule the world from.Jerusa!em i s  
declared, promtsed and referred to" 
In300 places in the N.T~? 
How many can you f ind?•  
For free information sUout this'  
overlooked Gospel message write .'" 
P.O. Box 277, Nanaimo, B,C. (PT.14) 
~14-,Business Personal 
GOURNET DISTR'I BUTORS 
(Vacumatic Utensils) 
• Sales &iServ~c'es -
635.7807 
No. 6-880 Muller St. (C.16) 
1;ELEVISl0N ~, ELECTRONIC. 
SERVlClNG . • 
-, : o ., 
"' Phone 635,3715' 
.2) Anytime 
i DEMONSTRATORS , 
;adies earn extra $$S in your spare 
lime demonstrating the fantastic all 
~ew 1971 Swiss made ELNA 
':;EWlNG MACHINES. Work your 
:~ours in your area. We supply full 
training (in your town). You will 
~eeeive top commissions, chances to 
win expense paid vacations plus 
)tour own ELNA:at wholesale cost. " 
For full details ~, write with phone,:, 
:~umber to " ,, ' , " " 
' MI;. W.D. Firldlay . . . .  
Elna Sewing Machines Lid. 
5935 Fraser St, 
Vancouver 15, B.C. {CT.16Y 
~ONEY,  NEW " FRtEND~, 
:ha l lenges ,  Recogn i t ion , ,  
!~ch ievement ,  Impor tance ,  
lelmging, the Glamour of" the 
.leautv. Buslness. All reason:s:why~ 
i~opleen oy'selllng AVON. You can , 
'oo Wr te Mrs E. Dunsford, 531 
~unnals-Ave'.,, Prince .George,. B.C. 
".C.13-3) " ' 
ANNOUNCING., 
Slmpsons Sears Ltd. will be open 
for teleshopplng on.Mondays. So 
may giveour customers better 
Alcoholi::s Anonymous Phone 635." 
,2830 or 635-3448 (CTFf  " . '. , ,  
r :'~I=ORRI=NT '. . . . .  -,~.: 
.T.V. Sets,gUitars,'amplifiers, P,A; 
. , ' .~645LakesqAve ": : , 
' ...:iqoori?*~:::-++:~::':-:~:'i ~: 
"Draperies?.: •,::: 
Carpetcraff!: ,  
"r," : : ".635-3~155 ' , , . ,  
N .. ; . ' " :  
7: , -." ., . 
FoI~ a compl~te.!lne.of llquld em- 
bi'0idery.~h~bb~ products . . 'A l l  
r,.materlal~; ~gua'rante~J.~ Phone 635. 
.34~ (P -19)"  . / ."  . - '  . 
' " " " i i 
I .F ILTER QUEEN VACUUMS " I 
| . *  ~:"~ S'ales & Sel~vices . " | 
I For  free home demonstrations ca;I I 
I ~5.36. i 
latt ice- No.5 • 4654 LazelleAve. | 
I (CTF)  . i ",,1 
WELL DR ILLI NG 
Caribou drilling and exploration. 
Rotary drilling, water wells & 
testing. Contact area representative 
.- Fred Lubke. Phone 636-~61, R. R. 
2 Terrace, B.C, or write Box 2405, 
Quesnel, B.C. (CTF) 
For Your Radio and T.V. Repairs 
Phone 635.3630 across from the 
Legion. 
FRED'S FURNITURE 
(a division of Fred's Refrigeration) 
(CTF) . . . .  . . . . . .  - , . 
I I ACCORDIAN LESSONS & REPAIRS,  Phone 635-3274 (P-16) 
Typing done in my home• Standard . 
form letters, envelopes, etc. No Job 
too large or small. Phone 635.3346 
(P-15) 
PROFITABLE OPPORTUNITY 
"We offer the opportun!ty.to star.t a 
Rawleigh Business of your' own 
around Terrace. You manage your 
Business. the way .you see f i t  and 
receive a l l  lrh~ Profits. You can st,~r! 
oo our, Capita'l,. For. 'details write 
Rawletgh's, oept.-.A.177.18,'589 
Henry-Ayea, Wlnnipeg 2, Msn;"  (C~. 
16) 
41 - :Mach inery  for Sale • 
" " " - SALE 
.~  CSBD TREE'. PARMER c-w 
-Gearmatic 19.wlnch; PR75 axles. 
18.4 x 26 Nylon Tires. • 
KAMLOOP5 $7,500 
'67 JOHN OEERE SKIDDER JD440 
16.9 x 30 tires. Faircanal. 
PRINCE GEORGE $6,500 
CTDD TREE FARMER. Fair to 
Good cOnd. 23.1 .X 26 stee! guard tires 
• 80 per "cent.' 
GRANDE PRAIRIE $13,000 
LM 21S VOLVO LOADER. Good 
appearance, Good - rubber, 
Mechanically good over all. 
GRANOE PRAIR!E $7,5~0. 
(C -13)  "Ph0ne6S$.2340 " 
ROBE RT MORSE COR P .  LTD,  
Vancouver Pr. George 
Kamloops Campbell Rr. 
For Sale: Make offers on following 
equipment 
10KW Lister Diesel power plant 
complete. 
TD14 Crawler Tractor  o 
Formall 400 farm tractor.with 6 ft. 
r.oto tiller, Call 635-6723 (CTF) 
For Sale - 1962 AIIIs . Chalmers 
Loader 1~', yard bucket • Model 
TZ14. Good condition. Phone 635. 
&391. (CTF) 
43 - Rooms fo r  Rent  
THOR NHI LL MOT.EL 
& COFFEE 5HOP 
I:lousekeelolng Units ,~ 
Propane bbttle fil l ing 
Pacific 66 Gas and Oil 
. Hlghway16 East " ( C'I'IL, 
KEYSTONE COURTAPTS. .  
1, 2, & 3 bedroom deluxe suites, 4621 
Scott'Ave. Terrace. Phone: 635-.~224 
51- 'Bus iness  l~ocaii0hS :: :::?:" 
For..Ront ; 1000 sq: ft;:.of.sp.~:e 
available, Ideal for smalllou'slness. 
Faces on Kalun~ Street.: Phone 6~ 
23.12 0r.635.3147 (CTF) " ' 
S2- Want~l , to  Rent-"- :  • 
Wanted: Small clean and quiet 2 
bedroom house, for elderly couple; ' 
Non drinkers. Phone 635.6820 (P.14) 
Wanted to Rent • Single g i r l  would 
like apt. or Suite. Phone 635.2140 8:30 
loS:00 a'nd 63S-54~I evenings. (P.14~ 
55 -P roper ty  for  Sale 
For Sale: t/= acre vlew Iot over 
looking Skeena River, with 48 x 30 
basement. $3600.00 cash or e~.sy 
terms. Phone 635.$575: (CTF) 
For 5ale: 21ots on South Kalum. 70x 
128 on sewer and water. S2,750 each. 
S250 down. Phone 635.3041 (P -16)  
Lot for Sale: Located:in Thornhnl?5 
x 200,Phone 635.2374 (Po14) 
57 - Automobi les 
u 
1964 Meteor StatIgn Wagon, new 
motor, 4 new tire.s, very good run. 
ning condition. Needs some body 
work. App ly  No. 135 .4524 Scott 




E,qulre Skeena Adlusters Ltd. 4742 
Lakelse Ave. 665.226S. (CTF 
,. 
.For Sale: 1964 Chevy 2 - winter!zed. 
Phone 635.7985 (CTF). 
For Sale - 1964 Chev. Super Sport 327 
cu. inAuto P.5. P.B. 56,000 miles, 
phone 635.7530 after :6 p.m; ,(P-13) • 
t • 1970 Western White Log Truck ;. 
~All: Cor}ditlonlng plus many ,extrar; 
~0Lq '~-  New 18,000 Miles 
on,t ruc k.; Phone 635.5025 (PT.11) " 
For  Sale: 1966 Chevellecust0m 
19~8/-~ Chev Impala. Phone635- 
2261 or 635.73o3. (CTF) 
For Sale: 1969 Ford XL 2 door. H.T., 
P.S., P.B., 429 cu. in., automatic, 
vinyl roof, bucket seats, :~5000 nllles. ' 
Very good condition. Priced for 
quick sale. $3100.0~. Phone 635• 
7776[ (PT-14) 
For Sale: 1966 Mercury V= Ton. 352 
cU. in, automatic, custom cab, H 
barrel carb, dual'exhausts, tran. 
sister Ignition, 4 new belted.ww tire. 
and 2'new sloares. Very good con- 
,dillon. Phone 635-7776.. (PT-14) 
58 - Tra i lers  
For Sale: 1963 Safeway Trailer; 10' 
x 46' 2 bdrm. Very good condition. 
Phone 635.7776. (PT.14) 
For Rent ; 2 bedl~rom trailer, ful ly 
furnished. Located in Thornhill on 
Walker St. Phone ~2-5382 (CTF) 
For Sale: 1963 5afeway .Trailer 10 x 
46 2 bedroom. Very good condition 
Phone 635.7776 (P.14) 
Lega ls ' : " :  ' "- {' ' :  
i : ;DEPARTMENTOF LANDS,  
• ' : FOR ESTS, AND'  " 
WATER RESOURCES. .  
TIMBERSALE A-01584 -~. 
Sealed tenders Wi l l .  be 
received by the ..District 
F()rester at Prince Ruper't 
-British Co umb a notlater than 
11•00.a.m. on the. 2nd day•of 
Mat'c.h, 1971 !or.the purchase of 
Licence A-01584, to cut 819,000 
cubic feet of Hemlock, Balsam, 
Spruce, Cedar and trees of other 
species. , .  - 
Located.five miles northwest of 
Hazelfon-Cassiar Land District 
Three (3) years wil l  be allowed 
for removal of timber. 
As this area is within the 
Skeena P.S.Y.U. which is fully 
committed, this sale will be 
awarded under the provi'sions of 
• section 17 ( la) of the Forest Act, 
which gives• .the .flmber-saJe 
ppplicant certain privileges. 
Particulars may be obtained 
from the ..District Forester,' 
Prince Rupert British 
Columbia, . or the Forest: 
:Rnager, Hazelton, Brit ish 
Columbia. . . . . . .  . 
-(CT-14) . 
NOTICE TOCREDITORS 
Estate Of Nick KOLESKI, 
deceased, late of Ter'race, B.C. 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the said estate 
are hereby required to Send 
c R. CA .  i1 oo CF 
, Of Wigs ' "  " ": : ~G,b,~I'EWAY COURT • One ahd"r~ o 
-~ :, ~.:~.. ,,,;:.:.~,;., .bgdroom~.., fu.rnlshed ~ ,.suite~; . 
NowOnly .~ i~95 " ' .~e+sonab,~.. summer  and..Wil~'~.r 
• ~ich II S W *: ' :e"e : - Ig  Fashions' ~A , . ~.,,- 
"1091 sands Blvd. 
Call 635-3398 (C.16.3) 
: ' :  ;" ROOFING 
NO lob tO¢~ big 
" " 'NO lob toos~naII 
See your roofing specialist 
S'J;EVE PARZENTNY 
ROOFING CO. LTD. 
General Roofing (Bonded) 
Phone night or day 635-2724. 
": - ":ALI.;/~N ~J. McCOLL 
NOTA RY PUBLIC 
4646 Lakelse, Ave. 




TRUCK & CAT REPAIRS 
Ful ly qual i f ied Heavy Duty 
Mechanic available evenings and 
weekends on Engines, Trucks, 
Cats, Loaders, & Pick.Up Trucks 
by hour or contract. Pho~e Ross 
Dl~:nback 635:7993 (P-a) - 
"20 - Help Wanted - 
Help Wanted Female: 
Young career minded ladyable tq 
meet public for counter sale~ and 
public relations work. Some typing 
and accounting ability a definite 
asset. Should possess a drivers 
license in good sfancling. Must be 
neat in appearance and work habits. 
Ath:act lve salary offered to 
sudcessful applicant. . ".. 
' Send completeresume to Box 660, 
Terrace Herald, Terrace, B.C. lC- 
16.3) { 
aS'BORNE GUES'r  , - I 
Comfortable rooms"  in 
" residential area. 2812 Hall 
Phone 6~-2111. (CTF) 
For -Rent :  One furnished room. 
Cooking facilities. 5035 McDeek. 
PhOne 635.5957 (P.13) 
For Rent: Rooms with private an. 
trance. Kitchen vacilities. Phone 
635.2732 (P.13) • 
Keno Mote!.  Cabins for rent.  close 
toschool. 3707 Kalum 635.6815after 
5 p.m. [P.15) 
44-  Room & Board 
Room and board for'gentleman. 
Phone 635.5429 (P-13) 
Room and board - One man to a' 
bedroom • home cooked and baked 
meals by experienced camp.cook. 
Livlngl 'oom with f i replace, 
everything iust like home. Close to 
lawn. 635.3841 (STF) 
Room and board for gentleman 
Phone 635.2321 [CTF) 
47 - Homes for  Rent 
2 Bedrobm home, furnished, wil l  
rent by the week o~lly.. Reasonable 
rates • s25 per week. Wo0d heate~' 
but can convert to oil, •close to town. 
635.3841 (STF) 
For  Rent: I bedroom aPt..Also 
..trailer spaces. Close, to town. No 
pets. Phone 635-5350. (CTF) 
, One,3 bedroom town house apart• 
ment available Dec. 1st; 635;5088 
28 - Furn i ture  fo r 'Sa le  " - (CTF) " 
For Sale: Stove, frldge, chrome set, For Rent: 2. bedi'oom home. for .2 
gentlemen, "prefer,ably-.who would 
coffee tables, single bed, double bed, w~int n~eals cooked: 5.3841.. (STF.) 
dresser, drape~, rods an~ util ity • - . 
table. Phone 635.2888 (P-13) 
.48 ,  Suites fo r  Rent  
,For Sale: Fridgldalr washer  and . Y ' - :  ' ~,  . 
spin dryer, Winchester 30-30~ 7, ~( 35 For Rent .'Avallsble March i ,  197] 2 
" Binoculars;coleman' camp .stub/e;. 
'G;E..Elec, lrlc haircurlers.  •.-Apply. bedroom: I~asoment suite.'. Near 
No. 135-4524 Scott • Ave.,' Cedargrove~ ;'d°wnt°wn" For InformatJoq ,Phone 
Apts. (P.13) , ' .. ' :  !. . i :,: ~35.S~62.'(P.14) " . '.', : - 
'Three bedroom apartment fOP rent. 
semi.furnished (Frldge and'stove) " 
• ~, . . . . . . .  ~ , , 635.3335 (P.14) '. ''. " " ' ' 
I. ' " "NEEDHAY? SEE '•" '  h .Furnlshecl Cab ins  weekly and.. 
, IRJdgeway. . Good qual l t l t '  horsaJ :.monlhly. rates. Also suites for rent. 
lfeedS40.OO,perton~,Clark.Rd."&| Cedars Motel phone 635-2358. (CTF- 
JRiver-Dr;'~Phone .635-2480' (PT.161 .3) ' " ".. . 
* ~ k e ~ ' :  .49 : :Homes  for  Sa le  
Mad., end small, Reg. S9.95, Special: 
I6.95. Please enci~e Money order to 
cover ~:ost a~d Iportsgeto The 3 Bets 
. Lld,,'~fil00 V-UkOfl .St:;~'Vandouver 10, 
B,C.'(C.I,1) ','*~ ' ,;.' : ,: .. :, ~. :~ . 
38 ~: Want~l :~ Nuse;:;- * :: 
. . . . .  . .,.:. : '-,:.-:' , , . ..,,; :::;,. 
FoP Immediate Sale " 
--;.8 Unit Mqte'l - housekeeping units 
;~ plu~offlc.e quarters .1.3 ecr(~s •'close 
td,shops,.stores, etc. Reasonably 
priced: Good .l~vestment,.for r ight  
Person,".Cmtact:1504"/~lUatrQls.St., • 
Kltlmat,, e.c.. or '.phone 632:60~2 (C,,: 
For Sale: .3.bedroOmhome . fql l  
basement and carport. S years old..:. ::. 
In g0od'resldentlal'area, Phone 6~'  
3560 (CTF) . . . .  : 
. (TERRACE)  LTD.  
KNIGHT 
SQUI  RE  
PAGE 
C()nle In and See Our Selerqon 
"~ oOul;ie wlae and'Slngte" ~ " 
Unit;  
' . .  " "  .Box189,  
::. Hig l Iway 16 East 
Phone 635-3343 
~rrace_ ;  B /C -  . 
.67, Mortgage M0neY. - : . .  
I 1 MON EY FOR MORTGAGE'." 
.lt.ocal investor wuJ pay cash:f~:l.' 
Isn~atler mortgages' or,agi-eement I '  
Ifor..saJes. All InqOIl'les answe~ed,l: 
[Please reply to Box 661 Terr:a~el" 
IOmenlca Herald; . . . . . .  : '  ";" I " 
1(c.14,3p '- " .. ' . ...I;" 
'LegaIs .- . .... 
. NoTICE~TO CREDITORS 
• I=~ta'te:..: ,. of.'/., Gu's.taf..:~ K 
JOHANSSQN; deceas~l; late'of 
N0;"lb' -' "258 Hastings' Street, 
;.Var~Couve'r,..a C.:::.. . ::.:~,.:.~. 
-" 'Cr~l l t0rs  and~ot heP'S ' h~vlng 
;claims~against the said :estate 
are. hereby requlred..'to send 
then1 .i:dulY. ,yerlfled;- to. the 
'PU BLI C~,: 'TR U'STEE; ' "6;iS' 
=state will 
f.hem duly ver i f ied , - to : - the  
.PUBL IC  TRUSTEE,  635 
Burrard Street, Vancouver 1,. 
B.C., before the. 241h~(JeY " Of e 
Mar6h,  .1971, after which date.-: 
theassets Of the said Estate WiJt 
be .dlstdbute~; hav!ng l"egard:: 
only to claims that have'10eeh 
received,' - 
" Cllnton W. Foot.e, 
PUBL IC .TRUSTEE (CT-18) 
NOTICE TOCREDITORS 
Estates of the fo l lbw lng  
deceased: Jack MCLEOD,  late 
of Surrey, Donald GREY,  late 
of Box ,12, .New Hazelton,  
William James PURDEY, late 
of Dewdney  Trunk' .  R0'ad, 
Mission, B.C, 
Creditors and othershaving 
claims against 'the. said estate 
are hereby required to send 
them' :duly verified, to the 
PUBL IC .  TRUSTEE,  63S 
Burrar.d Streetl "Vancouver 1, 
B.C., : before the 10th day of  
March, 1971, after which date 
the assets of the said Estate will 
be distributed, having regard 
only to 'c la ims that have been 
received. 
Cllnt0n W, Foote, 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
Yours very truly, 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
per: ,C.E. Hart  
(CT-I4) 
Snowmobiling 
• . .  veith., 
• Ralph 
Plaisted 
"/Haler, 'S~l.Ooo Snowmobllo ,: 
' .  Expeditior~.tO I~o~lh Pole . . 
In severs.l.: other' columns/we 
have discussed the merits of 
snowmobilers using trail-areas 
spediflcally designed for  'enow- 
mobilin~;.'With e. number of 
m ,meeting this need m~e ~rk~: 
and :i'eCi'etition directors. 
,ecomm0~late: ma,y other' torn" ~ 
of out'dbor irecreatton, 'but in 
many ~ bnowhelt i .eommunit les 
snowmobiling 8till'has:been left,., 
oub of  "the !parks ,and 'recreation 
pizture. . . . , ' , ' .  " 
Major ~:enowmobile. manufae; 
turers,ares,endine time. effort. 
,7 '  . • "  , "  
rent for sn~soi. ' , i : "  
. . . . .  - , ; '  :. : . ,  ~' . :  , 
? - . . . .  .. . ,  , , . . ,  ,, 
l 
i i 
:ROYA:L:~:;CA N ADIAN LEGION:  
. . . .  "::: .!.: : .  2 "2" ' ::. : i  : . :  ' " 
BRAN(~I:I. 13; 
-:..::~,/:.::::..":-". : . - :  . . . .  b)  Pou lB~,e lund  
" -The  regtdar:m~ting he]d on 
February:9..was We]). attended 
by about i@ members., ~. ".:'~ i. 
We regret' to announce the 
• resignaUon'of W.D: Griffith ~s 
our Service and •Welfare Of- 
ricer. After lO years of devoted 
service to his branch and it.~ 
that there wil] be something for 
every taste - find out for 
youi'selfby attending the first 
Legion Stag Party in years. 
Remember the date - February 
22. 
The Zone Meeting will take 
place at Kitimat, a t  the 
i 
.. ,.. 
• "~ .. 
Dispatcff 
mast start at the grass roots, 
that is at the Branch Level 
Yours truly has taken over 
the job of chairing the 
Resolutions Committee, with 
BertGoulet and Gordon Parr ss 
the other members of the 
commit tee . . - .  . 
welfare problems, Bil] is now beginning of April'. As you all "13" for nO~gr fellows - ~ee you, 
going on:a va~tion~trip to know,.- constitutional, chan~es next week. '" .." ' 
Nassau to visitwith- his.son and " ' 
family. Our:very best wishes to 
you, Bill, and once again our 
sincere tha~s:for your efforts 
for our branch," •The "Bush 
Leaguers" are 'we~,  on their • 
way• W e  have to stress the fact 
that the net proceeds from this 
effort have been pledged to the 
Arena Fund. All prizes have 
been donated, printing and 
publicity has been donated free 
of charge and our only expense 
is for the buttons which every 
Terrace citizen should be proud 
to display, whether a beard 
~rower or not. Support your 
Legion Beard Growing contest 
by paying your $2 fee an~ 
display .your button. 
i We can how announce that the 
long awaited Stag Party will 
take place at the. Legion, ou 
February 22, at 8 pm sharp, 
• TheParty is open to all maio 
members of' the'Legion,, and 
each member may bring one, 
+- We are not allowed to disclose 
any of. the, features of en. 
r:~r ta~.ment~ but we are assured 
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$1 HOROSC()PE 
By . CONSTANCE SHARPE 
CANCER 
I | I II 
FORECAST FOR THE'YEAR 
FOR ALL READERS BORNBETWEEN 
MARCH 7 AND MARCH 13 
Romance will beckon ~e young and unattached 
who celebrate their anniversaries this week; and  
that can mean an opportunity to meet an in- 
teresting member of the opposite sex. For those 
already married, the influences can lay the 
foundation of a very happy year, secure in the love 
of children and spouse. 
In occupational interests there should be op- 
portunity for some to make fine headway in the 
running for promotion. 
AQUARIUS 
January 21 o February 19 
Economic recovery seems 
under way, and wages and 
salaries seem consolidated. So 
see what you can do this week to 
i improve arnings. Those of you 
:: who have the artistic tern. 
i perament will be receiving new 
i inspirations, and these too can 
i pay off. 
: PISCES 
;" ' February 20 - March 20 
i ' 
i~... , Changes are proceeding of a 
i kind likely to induce you to view 
.~ future prospects more 
MRS. ANN ELKIN and her two daughters stand is now retired and the couple live off the pemloni:!: I hopefully. Don't expect 
outside the home of her  parents who live in tile they receive from their son who was killed in th¢ nnraclcs to happen; still, every 
Ukraine, during their six weeks holiday last war. little should count. You are 
year. Jack Myzenko (left), Mrs. Elklw's father, : likely to be well supported by 
i associates and should be able to    Family re  unitetl!takeadvantage°fthebusiness opportunities opening up. 
iiii ~ i  ARIES 
ii , March 21 - April 20 
..::: __ Your earning powers should ; 
!! after 27 yearSgets a pension if il be good if you resolve to keep ! your nose to the grindstone. Occupationally the vista seems 
they i!i good, but the boss will expect 
you to show him that you are 
:i:i living up to the spirit of the 
BY D IANA SMITH Canada where Mrs. Elkiw had only agreed productivity deals. 
an Uncle, in Manitoba, willing have worked for 20 years. :[:i I Quite a good social week too. 
to sponsor them. 
While in Germany and then 
in Canada Mrs. Elkiw had 
been trying to reach her 
parents by letter. 
But they never eceived any 
word from her until the Red 
Cross managed to trace them 
in 1967. 
Until that time her parents 
Jack and Donna Myzenko, 
never knew that their only 
daughter was still alive and 
could not tell her that her only 
brother had been killed in 
1943. 
Since then letters have been 
literally flying back and forth; 
in the first year Mrs. Elkiw 
wrote five or six each month 
and she still keeps them all 
tied together in bundles. 
planning she received visas 
which enabled her and her 
daughters to visit her parents 
and the Ukraine. 
TAURUS 
April 21 - May 21 
Your personal enterprise will 
be Supported by others, and 
should you have need of the help 
of friends you may find them 
prepared to rally round you.  
Your popularity will mount pro 
rata with your prestige, and 
business opportunities hould 
be presenting themselves. 
GEMIN I  
May 22 - June 21 
Forge ahead ~ with your 
business enterprises since your 
efforts are likely to be well 
supported. But if employed, 
proceed more slowly and try not 
torock the boat. Conditions are 
and after flying 
different jets finally arrived in 
changing, and cooperators are 
likely to prove more helpful. 
CANCER 
.June 22- July 22 
You may now be abldto make 
the necessary changes that can 
break through the frustration 
which you have been ex- 
per ienc ing . .  To-morrow 
especially will be an •in- 
spirational day. But briefly the 
messageis: if you are prepared 
to give of your best in the way of 
service, money or, rewards will 
begin to flow in your direction. 
FASHION-CONSCIOUS i: I 
She found people on the:~[I Flees from 
whole, to be very dress con-!il s c e n e  
driver fined $300 
A Terrace man was fined $300 
Saturday for dangerous driving 
and failure to remain at the 
scene of an accident. : 
Bernard Soucie, 34, was fined 
$150 on each charge. . "  
Police said that on January 
24, Soucie's car struck another. 
vehicle at the rear of the' 
Terrace Hotel. 
Soucie, RCMP said, leR the 
scene and they chased his car 
across the Skeena Bridge where 
they observed his vehicle cross 
a double solid line and drive 
past a "do not enter" sign. 
Defensive driving on the part 
of a second driver avoided 
another accident, police said. 
• " : 5 %  
r "  •Credit Union 
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. ." I 'm crying, everybody's 
crying." 
..This was the scene when 
Annie Elkiw returned to the 
Soviet Union and finally saw 
her parents for the first time 
in 27 years. 
..Mrs. Elkiw and her husband 
Mike have been living in 
Canada since 1949 and in 
Terrace since 1956. 
And in October, last year, 
she returned, with her two 
¢oungest children Lydia, 13, 
md Ann Marie, 10, to Kiyev 
(Kiev), the capital of the 
Ukraine, SSR, and her home 
; for the first 20 years of her life. 
the capital of the Ukraine. 
about 30 to 40 people came to 
visit her each day and ask 
scious, compared to Canada. iill 
'When they go out they dress ~iii I
up. They go to work in nice [:~: I
clothes and change into work ~![! I
clothes when they get there," [if! 
she said. [ii[ I 
"Everybody shows off" she ii~ 
said, "and girls never wear i!i 
t t - ~. ' .  pants. ~.:. I
Girls with dyed hair and i~i! 
mini skirts and boys with long i:i: 
hair are not exclusive to i:.'..!l 
Europe and North America; ii:i I 
Mrs. Elkiw saw many of these i:.'.~ I 
styles in the Ukraine too. ~ ~ I 
• But many things Were still ~'.': 
the same; for instance older ~!i 
• women wearing head scarves, i!:! 
bahushka's and meals con-i![! 
sisting largely of fish. i:i: 
GOES BACK HOME Mrs. Elkiw spent hree days i~ 
Final ly after a years in Moscow, the first time shei~i: 
Lau kg Sm r i  i  has ever visited the city,!~i~ 
i  l ded r  r where she visited some of the :~:! 
~ t .rs I ~ i it r r t  12 big stores which sell only to fi! 
a  t l~ r i . tourists .and take only foriegn fii 
They left on October 5, 1970, money. " ' f".."i 
~d !t r fl i  in seven PREFERS CANADA I~::' 
ff re] ~t j t  fi ll  rri  i  Mrs: Elkiw prefers to live in :~:!i • . • . : . "  
e  ital f t~ o raine. Canada. Such a good l i fe  in :::: 
Canada/ !  she said ~nd,[i!: 
Mrs. Elkiw said while there .referring to l iv ing • in the [![! 
Ukraine, added "fop me it's :::: 
rrlble?" . • ii~ 
She spent he next two years questions. . . 
working in a factory making "Everybody wanted to life' to the Ukraine she said it i:i: 
ammunition boxes. The girls come to Canada , she saz ,.. is still mainly an agricultural ::::: 
were paid only Smarks (*1.40) .But  durin.g, her  v i s~th~h:  country, Only big cities have~ i 
a monthand livedin residence often tearea mat sne re'g, . ~sewerage systems with other :~..':' 
on the fa"~torv site where they thought of as a spy anu not  areas relying on wells and out :::: 
were~fe-ci-onl'y the minimum allowed baCkhtO Cac~ad;t. find'" hduses. - . . . .  " !~i! 
nrnn.nt 'nf fond atmougn s She said, Nobouy nan :i:~ 
: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - -  " " h " ' " ' "  : EMIGRATED much change naslcally, s e cars...yvu have to watt hve 8i 
i After [he war in 1945, Mrs. noticed several things which years before you can get one." i~i 
were oulesrent :Elkiw married her present ' . " But Mrs. Elkiw would put up i:!: 
ihusband who she had met Previously she said with almost anything, even[~!i 
iwhilewo~-king in thefactory, everyone had worked in outhouses, when it means~:i~ 
[They lived in Germany 'collectives. "Now everybody seeing:) her .parents and !i:i 
ibecause Elkiw didn't want to works for money", relations and is already i:.:.i 
ireturn to the Ukraine but five One reason for this, she planning a return trip in the i:[: 
!years later emigrated to explained, was that a person next few years, ii:~: 
!~:~::~::::::::::::~:~:~:¢~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:;:;:~:~:~:::::::~:::~::at::::::::::::::::::::::::f--2~:::::::~:::~:~:::~:~:~:::::::::~::::::::::~:~:~:~:i~:::::::::::::~::.~:::.;:::::.:::.;:÷:.;:i:.;:.;:.:.;:~:~:~:.;:i:!:! l 
ON HOLIDAy 
Returning for a six-week 
holiday to see her family was 
a tremendously happy ex- 
i: perience for Mrs. Elkiw. 
But 27 years earlier her 
departure had been 
tremendously unhappy. 
On June 23, 1943, during the 
German occupation of the 
Ukraine she was taken, along 
,#ith other young girls from 
Kiyev and sent to Munich, in a 
boxcar containing 60 girls. 
"We were beaten and 
treated like dogs," she 
recalled bitterly. 
LEO 
'. July 23 - August 22 
'A  practical business outlook 
Should now enable you to gain 
lbroportionately. So make a 
good start to-morrow. It should 
be quite a gainful week because 
lock may come from more 
quarters than one. Those who 
are in the field for romance will 
also find this an enjoyable. 
week. 
"VIRGO 
August 23 - September 22 
By cooperating with your 
partner, you should now be able 
to find some opportunity for 
change and perhaps expansion 
too. You can make your ser- 
vices appreciated, and those of 
• you who are housewives can 
work up or discover increasing 
happiness in the home and in 
any joint undertaking with your 
mate. 
LIBRA 
September 23. October 22 
Your financial situation may 
at present seem static, but at 
the same time should provide 
sufficient for your needs. If 
people have full confidence in 
the quality of the services you 
can offer, they will loosen their 
pursestrings, Quite a degree of 
luck might conceivably follow a 
comparatively minor change. 
SCORPIO 
October 23 - November 21 
By and large quite a lucky 
and successful week in which, 
temporarily, frustrations due to 
the action of the opposing 
. Plenty of horsepower f om its 70. fly- 
wheel hp diesel. Lots of production in 
Satur~ sbotuld be eased or may 
disappear. Additional earned 
revenue Will be •found• most 
helpful for feeding home'an d 
domestic interests. ' 
" SAGITTARIUS 
November  22 - December  21 ' 
i. Give a helping h~d at home 
th i sweek ,  because, that at 
• present seems a quarrel" where' 
-such assistance will be greatly 
appreciated, Increased hap, 
piness can be yours if you try, 
• and with. Jupiter in your own 
sign of Sagittarius in sextile 
with Venus, you should be able 
to do this real good. 
CAPRICORN 
December 22-January 20 " 
• ' A lucky Week, so measure up 
for size! Things are in a 
condition of change, and the 
flux itself may provide you with 
an opening. Those who are 
employed may perhaps have 
the best opportunities. But 
others may also find ways and 
m p R n g  f f l P  increasin~ their  
sllown 
' Members i'bf' taetd'  Zeta 
chapter viewed .scenic slides of 
the Skeenw area at. -a dinner 
n~eeting recentlyL 
Sli~iesihKen ibY: Jack )Hep  
p]ewalte were shown and a talk 
on  the Skeena anthropology 
given by Dave Walker.. : 
• Th'e dinner meeting was held 
a t  the Sk~ena Hotel banquet 
room. Guests present were LiZ 
Biaginni, Judy .Harris and 
Greta Patterson. 
The chapteralso held a 
brunch on January Z0 .at the 
home of Mrs. Audry Elliot in 
honor of Mrs, Muriel Pruden 
who has accepted to be the~new 
social sponsor for Beta zeta. 
The next chapter meeting will 
be held February 24 in the 
:e Centennial Library. 
n 
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"I LIKE THiS CAT 941 LOADER itsill/4~-yd, bucket. Fast cycles with 
very much," says Len Pare, of Pare single lever, on-the-go full power shift. 
Contracting,. Merritt. He uses the ma- Easy operationwithoptlonalpedalsteer. 
chine to build right-of-way and access Long life and availability backed by 
road and to backfill and level on irri- Finning'S unmatched parts and service 
gat.ion pipeline projects in the Okana- support in your area and 32 other 
. gan. He 'states that the 941 "is the'. B.C; locations: These are the features 
r ght size ---:- has lots of power - -  can ~ " that make the 941 a profitable machine 
do  all the jobs I need it to do. I tried ' for t.en Pare and other owners" like 
-a  smaller machine but it couldn't h!m. If you are looking for. asmal l .  
handle the 'work." The 941 is small track loader, see your Finniag:.sales 
but it has a'lot.of big loader features, representative about the Caterpillar 
941 loader. FINNING, your CATER-  
PILLAR Dealer. 
F I INNING 
7 
4621 Keith Road 
.Phone 6.35-7144 
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